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We describe the application of tools from statistical mechanics to analyse the dynamics of

various classes of supervised learning rules in perceptrons. The character of this paper is
mostly that of a cross between a biased non-encyclopaedic review and lecture notes: we try to
present a coherent and self-contained picture of the basics of this ®eld, to explain the ideas and

tricks, to show how the predictions of the theory compare with (simulation) experiments, and
to bring together scattered results. Technical details are given explicitly in an appendix. In
order to avoid distraction we concentrate the references in a ®nal section. In addition this
paper contains some new results: (i) explicit solutions of the macroscopic equations that

describe the error evolution for on-line and batch learning rules; (ii) an analysis of the dy-
namics of arbitrary macroscopic observables (for complete and incomplete training sets),
leading to a general Fokker±Planck equation; and (iii) the macroscopic laws describing batch

learning with complete training sets. We close the paper with a preliminary exposeÂ of ongoing
research on the dynamics of learning for the case where the training set is incomplete (i.e.
where the number of examples scales linearly with the network size).
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1. Introduction

1.1. Supervised learning in neural networks

In this paper we study the dynamics of supervised learning
in arti®cial neural networks. The basic scenario is as fol-
lows. A `student' neural network executes a certain known
operation S : D! R, which is parameterized by a vector J,
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usually representing synaptic weights and/or neuronal
thresholds. Here D denotes the set of all possible `ques-
tions' and R denotes the set of all possible `answers'. The
student is being trained to emulate a given `teacher', which
executes some as yet unknown operation T : D! R. In
order to achieve the objective, the student network S tries
to improve its performance gradually by adapting its pa-
rameters J according to an iterative procedure, using only
examples of input vectors (or `questions') n 2 RN which are
drawn at random from a ®xed training set ~D � D of size
j ~Dj, and the corresponding values of the teacher outputs
T �n� (the `correct answers'). The iterative procedure (the
`learning rule') is not allowed to involve any further
knowledge of the operation T . As far as the student is
concerned the teacher is an `oracle', or `black box'; the only
information available about the inner workings of the
black box is contained in the various answers, T �n�, it
provides (see Fig. 1). For simplicity we will assume each
`question' n to be equally likely to occur, and we will
consider only `perfect' (noise- free) teachers (generalization
of what follows to cases where the questions n carry non-
uniform probabilities or probability densities p�n�, or
where the teachers have themselves a non-zero probability
of giving an incorrect answer is straightforward).
We will consider the following two classes of learning

rules, i.e. of recipes for the iterative modi®cation of the
student's control parameters J, which we will refer to as on-
line learning rules and batch learning rules, respectively:

On-Line: J�t � 1� � J�t� � F n�t�; J�t�; T �n�t��� �
Batch: J�t � 1� � J�t� � F n; J�t�; T �n�� �h i ~D

�1�

The integer variable t � 0; 1; 2; 3; . . . labels the iteration
steps. In the case of on-line learning an input vector n�t� is
drawn independently at each iteration step from the
training set ~D, followed by a modi®cation of the control
parameters J. Therefore this process is stochastic (Mar-
kovian). In the case of batch learning the modi®cation that
would have been made in the on-line version is averaged
over the input vectors in the training set ~D, at each iteration
step. This process is therefore a deterministic iterative
map.� Both rules in (1) can formally be written in the
general form of a Markovian stochastic process. We in-
troduce the probability density p̂t�J � to ®nd parameter
vector J at discrete iteration step t. In terms of this mi-
croscopic probability density the processes (1) can be
written as:

p̂t�1�J � �
Z
dJ 0W �J; J 0�p̂t�J 0� �2�

with the transition probability densities

On-Line: W �J; J 0� � d Jÿ J 0 ÿ F n; J 0; T �n�� �f gh i ~D

Batch: W �J; J 0� � d Jÿ J 0 ÿ F n; J 0; T �n�� �h i ~D

� 	 �3�

(in which d�z� denotes the delta-distribution). The advan-
tage of using the on-line version of the learning rule is a
reduction in the amount of calculations that have to be
done at each iteration step; the price paid for this reduction
is the presence of ¯uctuations, with as yet unknown impact
on the performance of the system.
We will denote averages over the probability density

p̂t�J�, averages over the full set D of possible input vectors
and averages over the training set ~D in the following way:

hg�J�i �
Z
dJp̂t�J�g�J� hK�n�iD �

1

jDj
X
n2D

K�n�

hK�n�i ~D �
1

j ~Dj
X
n2 ~D

K�n�

The average hK�n�i ~D will in general depend on the micro-
scopic realization of the training set ~D. To quantify the
goal and the progress of the student one ®nally de®nes an
error E�T �n�; S�n�� � E�T �n�; f �n; J ��, which measures the
mismatch between student answers and correct (teacher)
answers for individual questions. The two key quantities of
interest in supervised learning are the (time-dependent)
averages of this error measure, calculated over the training
set ~D and the full question set D, respectively:

Training error: Et�J � � hE�T �n�; f �n; J ��i ~D

Generalization error: Eg�J � � hE�T �n�; f �n; J ��iD
�4�

These quantities are stochastic observables, since they are
functions of the stochastically evolving vector J. Their ex-
pectation values over the stochastic process (2) are given by

Fig. 1. The general scenario of supervised learning: a `student
network' S, executing the parametrized operation S(n)� f [n; J], is
being `trained' to perform an operation T : D! R by updating its
control parameters J according to an iterative procedure, the
`learning rule'. This rule is allowed to make use only of examples of
`question/answer pairs' (n; T(n)), where n 2 ~D � D. The actual
`teacher operation' T that generated the answers T(n), on the other
hand, cannot be observed directly. The goal is to arrive at a situation
where S(n) � T(n) for all n 2 D

� Clearly one could de®ne an in®nite number of intermediate classes of

learning rules (e.g. learning with `momentum'); the present two are just the

extreme cases. Note also that the term `batch' unfortunately means

di�erent things to di�erent scientists. The de®nition used here is

sometimes described as `o�-line'.
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Mean training error: hEti � hhE�T �n�; f �n; J��i ~Di
Mean generalization error: hEgi � hhE�T �n�; f �n; J��iDi

�5�
Note that the pre®x `mean' refers to the stochasticity in the
vector J; both hEti and hEgi will in general still depend on
the realization of the training set ~D.
The training error measures the performance of the

student on the questions it could have been confronted
with during the learning stage (in the case of on-line
learning the student need not have seen all of them). The
generalization error measures the student's performance on
the full question set and its minimization is therefore the
main target of the process. The quality of a theory de-
scribing the dynamics of supervised learning can be mea-
sured by the degree to which it succeeds in predicting the
values of hEti and hEgi as a function of the iteration time t
and for arbitrary choices made for the function F �. . .� that
determines the details of the learning rules (1).

1.2. Statistical mechanics and its applicability

Statistical mechanics deals with large systems of stochas-
tically interacting microscopic elements (particles, magnets,
polymers, etc.). The general strategy of statistical me-
chanics is to abandon any ambition to solve models of such
systems at the microscopic level of individual elements, but
to use the microscopic laws to calculate laws describing the
behaviour of a suitably chosen set of macroscopic observ-
ables. The toolbox of statistical mechanics consists of
various methods and tricks to perform this reduction from
the microscopic to a macroscopic level, which are based on
clever ways to do the bookkeeping of probabilities. The
experience and intuition that has been built up over the last
century tells us what to expect (e.g. phase transitions), and
serves as a guide in choosing the macroscopic observables

and in seeing the di�erence between relevant mathematical
subtleties and irrelevant ones. As in any statistical theory,
clean and transparent mathematical laws can be expected
to emerge only for large (preferably in®nitely large) sys-
tems.
Supervised learning processes as described in the pre-

vious subsection appear to meet the criteria for statistical
mechanics to apply, provided we are happy to restrict
ourselves to large systems �N !1�. Here the microscopic
stochastic dynamical variables are the components of the
vector J, and one is as little interested in knowing all in-
dividual components of J as one would be in knowing all
position coordinates of the molecules in a bucket of water.
We are, rather, after the generalization and training errors,
which are indeed macroscopic observables.
Further support for the applicability of statistical me-

chanics is provided by numerical simulations. Consider, for
instance, the example of the ordinary perceptron learning
rule. For simplicity we choose ~D � D � fÿ1; 1gN , with a
task T generated by a `teacher perceptron' corresponding
to the following choices in the language of the previous
subsection:

S�n� � sgn�J � n� T �n� � sgn�B � n�
with J;B 2 RN . The teacher weight vector B is chosen at
random, and normalized according to jBj � 1. The (on-
line) perceptron learning rule is

J�t � 1� � J�t� � n�t�T �n�t��h ÿT �n�t���J�t� � n�t��� �
with the step function h�z > 0� � 1, h�z < 0� � 0. An edu-
cated guess for a possibly relevant macroscopic observable
is the object that also played a central role in the original
perceptron convergence proof (Minsky and Papert, 1969):
x�t� � J�t� � B=jJ�t�j. The result of measuring the value of
x�t� during the execution of the above learning rule is
shown in Fig. 2. These experiments clearly suggest (keeping

Fig. 2. Evolution in time of the observable x � J � B=jJj during numerical simulations of the standard perceptron learning rule (with a
randomly drawn normalized teacher weight vector B), following random initializations of the student weight vector J
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in mind that for speci®cally constructed pathological
teacher vectors the picture might be di�erent), that if
viewed on the relevant N -dependent time-scale (as in the
®gure), the ¯uctuations in x become negligible as N !1,
and a clean deterministic law emerges. This is the type of
situation we need in order to use statistical mechanics, and
®nding an analytical expression for this deterministic law
will be our goal.
As a second example we will choose a two-layer network,

trained according to the error back-propagation rule. Here
the microscopic stochastic variables are both the weights
fWijg from the input to the hidden layer (of L neurons) and
the weights fJig from the hidden layer to the output layer.
We de®ne ~D � D � fÿ1; 1gN and

S�n� � tanh
XL

i�1
Jiyi�n�

" #
yi�n� � tanh

XN

j�1
Wijnj

" #
We consider two types of tasks, a linearly separable one
(which is learnable by the present student to any required
accuracy), and the parity operation (which is learnable only
for L � N ):

n 2 fÿ1; 1gN:

task I: T �n� � sgn�B � n� 2 fÿ1; 1g

task II: T �n� �
YN
i�1

ni 2 fÿ1; 1g

Our macroscopic observable will be the mean error (since
~D � D the generalization error and the training error are
here identical):

E � hE�T �n�; S�n��iD; E�T �n�; S�n�� � 1
2�T �n� ÿ S�n��2

Perfect performance would correspond to E � 0. On the
other hand, a trivial perceptron with zero weights
throughout would give S�n� � 0 so E � 1

2 hT 2�n�iD � 1
2. The

learning rule used is the discretized on-line version (with
learning rate �) of the error backpropagation rule:

Ji�t � �� � Ji�t� ÿ � @
@Ji

E�T �n�t��; S�n�t���

Wij�t � �� � Wij�t� ÿ � @

@Wij
E�T �n�t��; S�n�t���

The results of doing several such simulations, for N � 15
and L � 10 (so that the parity operation is an unlearnable
task for the student network) and following random ini-
tialization of the various weights, are shown in Fig. 3.
These experiments again clearly suggest that for multi-layer
networks also, statistical mechanics will be a natural tool to
analyse the dynamics of learning. Provided we scale our
parameters appropriately and take a suitable limit (there
will be di�erent equivalent ways of doing this), the ¯uctu-
ations in suitably chosen macroscopic observables can be
made to vanish, such that transparent deterministic laws
emerge.

1.3. A preview

There are two main classes of situations in the supervised
learning arena, which di�er fundamentally in their dy-
namics and in the degree to which we can analyse them
mathematically. The ®rst class is the one where the training
set ~D is what we call `complete': su�ciently large and suf-
®ciently diverse to lead to a learning dynamics which in the
limit N !1 is identical to that of the situation where
~D � D. For example: in single perceptrons and in multi-
layer perceptrons with a ®nite number of hidden nodes one
®nds, for the case where D � fÿ1; 1gN and where the
members of the training set ~D are drawn at random from
D, that completeness of the training set amounts to

Fig. 3. Evolution of the overall error E in a two-layer feed- forward network, trained by error backpropagation (with N �15 input neurons,
L � 10 hidden neurons, and a single output neuron). The results refer to independent experiments involving either a linearly separable task
(with random teacher vector, lower curves) or the parity operation (upper curves), following random initialization
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limN!1 N=j ~Dj � 0. This makes sense: it means that for
N !1 there will be an in®nite number of training exam-
ples per degree of freedom. For this class of models it is fair
to say that the dynamics of learning can be fully analysed
in a reasonably simple way.� Because this situation is now
so nicely under control and admits for analytical solutions,
it is a nice area to describe in a self-contained way in a
paper such as the present one. We will restrict ourselves to
single perceptrons with various types of learning rules,
since they form the most transparent playground for ex-
plaining how the mathematical techniques work. For
multi-layer perceptrons with a ®nite number of hidden
neurons and complete training sets the procedure to be
followed is very similar.z

The picture changes dramatically if we move away from
complete training sets and consider those where the num-
ber of training examples is proportional to the number of
degrees of freedom, i.e. in simple perceptrons and in two-
layer perceptrons with a ®nite number of hidden neurons
this implies j ~Dj � aN �0 < a <1�. Now the dependence of
the microscopic variables J on the realization of the
training set ~D is non-negligible. However, if the questions
in the training set are drawn at random from the full
question set D one often ®nds that in the N !1 limit the
values of the macroscopic observables only depend on the
size j ~Dj of the training set, not on its microscopic realiza-
tion. For those familiar with the statistical mechanical
analysis of the operation of recurrent neural networks:
learning dynamics with complete training sets is mathe-
matically similar to the dynamics of attractor networks
away from saturation, whereas learning dynamics with
incomplete training sets is similar, if non-equivalent, to the
dynamics of attractor networks close to saturation (in turn
equivalent to the complex dynamics of spin-glasses). Here
one needs much more powerful mathematical tools, which
are as yet only partly available. This class of problems is
therefore only beginning to be studied, and we cannot yet
give a well-rounded overview with a happy ending (as for
the case of complete training sets). We will do the next best
thing: we try to explain as clearly as possible what the
problem is and describe (in an inevitably more condensed
way) which techniques are currently being employed to
solve it.
No review is unbiased and complete and one always has

to strike a balance between broadness and depth (equiva-
lently: between being encyclopaedic and being self-con-
tained). Here we have opted for the latter. As a result, the

references we give are intended to serve as a guide only, not
as a true re¯ection of all the work that has been done; for
each paper mentioned at least 50 will have been left out,
and we wish to apologise beforehand to the authors of the
papers in the latter category. We aim to explain the ideas
and techniques only for a subset of the ®eld, in the hope
that the text can then be su�ciently self-contained to serve
not just the interested spectator but also those who wish to
become actively involved.

2. On-line learning: complete training sets
and explicit rules

We will now derive explicitly macroscopic dynamical
equations that describe the evolution in time for the error
in large perceptrons, trained with several on-line learning
rules to perform linearly separable tasks. In this section we
restrict ourselves� to complete training sets
~D � D � fÿ1; 1gN . There is consequently no di�erence
between training and generalization error, and we can
simply de®ne E � limN!1hEgi � limN!1hEti.

2.1. General on-line learning rules

Consider a linearly separable binary classi®cation task
T : fÿ1; 1gN ! fÿ1; 1g. It can be regarded as generated by
a teacher perceptron with some unknown weight vector
B 2 RN , i.e. T �n� � sgn�B � n�, normalized according to
jBj � 1 (with the sign function sgn�z > 0� � 1,
sgn�z < 0� � ÿ1). A student perceptron with output
S�n� � sgn�J � n� (where J 2 RN ) is being trained in an on-
line fashion using randomly drawn examples of input
vectors n 2 fÿ1; 1gN with corresponding teacher answers
T �n�. The general picture of Fig. 1 thus specializes to
Fig. 4. We exploit our knowledge of the perceptron's
scaling properties (see Fig. 2) and distinguish between the
discrete time unit in terms of iteration steps, from now on
to be denoted by l � 1; 2; 3; . . . ; and the scale-invariant
time unit tl � l=N . Our goal is to derive well-behaved
di�erential equations in the limit N !1, so we require
weight changes occurring in intervals Dt � 1=N to be of
order O�1=N� as well. In terms of Equation 1 this implies
that F �. . .� � O�1=N�. In view of Ji � O�Nÿ1

2�, the changes
made in each single iteration step to the components of the
weight vector are small relative to their values. If, ®nally,
we restrict ourselves to those rules where weight changes
are made in the direction of the example vectors (which
includes most popular rules), we obtain the genericz recipe

� In these models one can still study interesting new phenomena, such as

the e�ects of having noisy teachers etc., but at least the route to be

followed to solve them is well-de®ned and guaranteed to work.
z The situation is di�erent if we try to deal with multi-layer perceptrons

with a number of hidden neurons which scales linearly with the number of

input channels N . As far as we are aware, this still poses an unsolved

problem, even in the case of complete training sets.

� The binary nature of the input vectors is of no particular relevance. The
methods described in this paper will apply equally well to the case where

the input vectors are real-valued, and will give similar results.
z One can obviously write down more general rules, and also write the

present recipe (6) in di�erent ways.
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J tl � 1

N

� �
� J�tl� � 1

N
g�tl�nl sgn�B � nl�

�F jJ�tl�j; J�tl� � nl;B � nl� � �6�

Here g�tl� denotes a (possibly time-dependent) learning
rate and nl is the input vector selected at iteration step l.
F�. . .� is an as yet arbitrary function of the length of the
student weight vector and of the local ®elds u and v of
student and teacher (note:F can depend on the sign of the
teacher ®eld only, not on its magnitude). For example,
for F�J ; u; v� � 1 we obtain a Hebbian rule, for
F�J ; u; v� � h�ÿuv� we obtain the perceptron learning rule,
etc.
We now try to solve the dynamics of the learning process

in terms of the two macroscopic observables that play a
special role in the perceptron convergence proof (Minsky
and Papert, 1969):

Q�J � � J2 R�J � � J � B �7�
(at this stage the selection of observables is still no more
than intuition-driven guesswork). The formal approach
would now be to derive an expression for the (time-
dependent) probability density P �Q;R� � hd�Qÿ Q�J ��
d�R ÿR�J ��i, however, it turns out that in the present casez
there is a short cut. Squaring (6) and taking the inner
product of (6) with the teacher vector B gives, respectively

Q J tl � 1

N

� �� �
� Q�J�tl�� � 2

N
g�tl��J�tl� � nl�

� sgn�B � nl�F jJ�tl�j; J�tl� � nl;B � nl� �
� 1

N
g2�tl�F2 jJ�tl�j; J�tl� � nl;B � nl� �

R J tl � 1

N

� �� �
� R�J�tl�� � 1N g�tl�jB�nlj

�F jJ�tl�j; J�tl� � nl;B � nl� �
(note: nl � nl � N ). After l discrete update steps we will
have accumulated l such modi®cations, and will thus ar-
rive at:

Q�J�tl � l=N�� ÿ Q�J�tl��
l=N

� 1

l

Xlÿ1
m�0

�
2g tl � m

N

� �
J tl � m

N

� �
� nl�m

� �
sgn�B � nl�m�

�F J tl � m
N

� ���� ���; J tl � m
N

� �
� nl�m;B � nl�m

h i
� g2 tl � m

N

� �
�F2 J tl � m

N

� ���� ���; J tl � m
N

� �
� nl�m;B � nl�m

h i�
R J�tl � l=N�� ÿ R�J�tl�
� �

l=N

� 1

l

Xlÿ1
m�0

�
g tl � m

N

� �
jB � nl�mj

�F J tl � m
N

� ���� ���; J tl � m
N

� �
� nl�m;B � nl�m

h i�
All is still exact, but at this stage we will have to make an
assumption which is not entirely satisfactory.� We assume
that J�tl � �m=N�� � nl�m ! J�tl� � nl�m if N !1 for ®nite
m. This is only true in a probabilistic sense, since, although
Ji�tl � �m=N�� � Ji�tl� � O�m=N�, the inner product is a
sum of N terms. If for now, however, we accept this step
and also choose learning rates which vary su�ciently
slowly over time to guarantee existence of the limit
limN!1 g�tl�, we ®nd that by taking the limit N !1,
followed by the limit l!1, three pleasant simpli®cations
occur: (i) the time unit tl � l=N becomes a continuous
variable; (ii) the left-hand sides of the above equations for
the evolution of the observables Q and R become temporal
derivatives; and (iii) the summations in the right-hand sides
of these equations become averages of the training set.
Upon putting Q�t� � Q�J�t�� and R�t� � R�J�t�� the result
can be written as:

d

dt
Q�t� � 2g�t� �J�t� � n� sgn�B � n�F Q

1
2�t�; J�t��n;B � n

h iD E
~D

� g2�t�hF2�Q1
2�t�; J�t� � n;B � n�i ~D

d

dt
R�t� � g�t� jB � njF Q

1
2�t�; J�t� � n;B � n

h iD E
~D

The only dependence of the right-hand sides of these ex-
pressions on the microscopic variables J is via the student
®eldsz J�t� � n � Q

1
2�t�Ĵ�t� � n, with Ĵ � J=jJj. We therefore

de®ne the stochastic variables x � Ĵ � n and y � B � n and
their joint probability distribution Pt�x; y�:

Fig. 4. A student perceptron S is being trained according to on-line
learning rules to perform a linearly separable operation, generated
by some unknown teacher perceptron T

z This will be di�erent in the case of incomplete training sets.

� We will later ®nd out that a more careful probabilistic analysis gives the

same results.
z This property of course depends crucially on our choice (6) made for the
form of the learning rules.
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Pt�x; y� � hd�xÿ Ĵ�t� � n�d�y ÿ B � n�i ~D

hf �x; y�i �
Z
dx dyPt�x; y�f �x; y�

�8�

Using angular brackets without subscripts for joint ®eld
averages cannot cause confusion, since such expressions
always replace averages over J, rather than occur simul-
taneously. Our previous result now takes the form

d

dt
Q�t� � 2g�t�Q1

2�t� x sgn �y�F Q
1
2�t�; Q

1
2�t�x; y

h iD E
� g2�t� F2 Q

1
2�t�; Q

1
2�t�x; y

h iD E
�9�

d

dt
R�t� � g�t� jyjF Q

1
2�t�; Q

1
2�t�x; y

h iD E
�10�

Since the operation performed by the student does not
depend on the length jJj of its weight vector, and since both
Q and R involve jJj, it will be convenient at this stage to
switch to another (equivalent) pair of observables:

J�t� � jJ�t�j x�t� � B � Ĵ�t� �11�
Using the relations d

dt Q � 2J d
dt J and d

dt R � J d
dt x� x d

dt J ,
and upon dropping the various explicit time arguments (for
notational convenience) we then ®nd the compact expres-
sions

d

dt
J � ghx sgn�y�F�J ; Jx; y�i � g2

2J
hF2�J ; Jx; y�i �12�

d

dt
x � g

J
h� jyj ÿ x x sgn�y��F�J ; Jx; y�i

ÿ xg2

2J2
hF2�J ; Jx; y�i

�13�

Unless we manage to express P �x; y� in terms of the pair
�J ;x�, however, Equations 12 and 13 do not constitute a
solution of our problem, since we would still be forced to
solve the original microscopic dynamical equations in or-
der to ®nd P�x; y� as a function of time and work out
(12, 13).
The ®nal stage of the argument is to assume that the

joint probability distribution (8) has a Gaussian shape,
since ~D � fÿ1; 1gN and since all n 2 ~D contribute equally
to the average in (8). This will be true in the vast majority
of cases, e.g. it is true with probability one if the vectors J
and B are drawn at random from compact sets like
�ÿ1; 1�N , due to the central limit theorem.� If we were to
choose the components ni of the input vectors to be
themselves independent Gaussian random variables (as
opposed to binary) the joint distribution Pt�x; y� would, of
course, always be Gaussian. Gaussian distributions are
fully speci®ed by their ®rst and second-order moments,

which are here calculated trivially using hnii � 0 and
hninji � dij:

hxi �
X

i

Ĵihnii � 0 h yi �
X

i

Bihnii � 0

hx2i �
X

ij

ĴiĴjhninji � 1 h y2i �
X

ij

BiBjhninji � 1

hxyi �
X

ij

ĴiBjhninji � x

giving

P �x; y� � eÿ
1
2 x2�y2ÿ2xyx� �=�1ÿx2�

2p
��������������
1ÿ x2
p �14�

Note that P �x; y� � P �y; x�. The simple fact that P �x; y�
depends on time only through x ensures that the two
Equations 12 and 13 are a closed set. Note also that now
(12, 13) are deterministic equations; the ¯uctuations in the
macroscopic observables Q�J� and R�J� vanish in the
N !1 limit.
Finally, the generalization error Eg (here identical to the

training error Et due to ~D � D) can be expressed in terms of
our macroscopic observables. We de®ne the error made in
a single classi®cation of an input n as E�T �n�; S�n�� �
h�ÿ�B � n��J � n�� 2 f0; 1g. Averaged over D this gives the
probability of a misclassi®cation for randomly drawn
questions n 2 D:

lim
N!1

Eg�J�t�� � lim
N!1
h�h�ÿ�B � n��J�t� � n��iD � hh�ÿxy�i

�
Z1
0

Z1
0

dx dy�P�x;ÿy� � P �ÿx; y��

The generalization error (from this stage onwards to be
denoted simply by E) also evolves deterministically for
N !1, and can be expressed purely in terms of the ob-
servable x. The integral (with the distribution (14)) can
even be done analytically (see the appendix) and produces
the simple result.

E � 1
p arccos�x� �15�

The macroscopic Equations 12 and 13 can now equiva-
lently be written in terms of the pair �J ;E�. We have hereby
achieved our goal: we have derived a closed set of deter-
ministic equations for a small number (two) of macro-
scopic observables, valid for N !1, and we know the
generalization error at any time.

2.2. Hebbian learning with constant learning rate

We will now work out our general result (12, 13, 14) for
speci®c members of the general class (6) of on-line learning
rules. The simplest non-trivial choice to be made is the
Hebbian rule, obtained by choosing F�J ; Jx; y� � 1, with a
constant learning rate g:

� It is not true for all choices of J and B. A trivial counter-example is

Jk � dk1, less trivial counter-examples are Jk � eÿk and Jk � kÿc with

c > 1
2.
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J tl � 1

N

� �
� J�tl� � g

N
nl sgn �B � nl� �16�

Equations 12 and 13, describing the macroscopic dynamics
generated by (16) in the limit N !1, now become

d

dt
J � ghx sgn�y�i � g2

2J
d

dt
x � g

J
hjyj ÿ xx sgn�y�i ÿ xg2

2J2

The integrals in these equations can be calculated ana-
lytically (see the appendix) and we get

d

dt
J � xg

���
2

p

r
� g2

2J
d

dt
x � �1ÿ x2� g

J

���
2

p

r
ÿ xg2

2J2

Thus, upon elimination of the observable x using Equa-
tion 15, we arrive at the following closed di�erential
equations in terms of J and E:

d

dt
J � g cos�pE�

���
2

p

r
� g2

2J
�17�

d

dt
E � ÿ g sin�pE�

pJ

���
2

p

r
� g2

2pJ2 tan�pE� �18�

The ¯ow in the �E; J� plane described by these equations is
drawn in Fig. 5 (which is obtained by numerical solution of
(17, 18)). From (17) it follows that d

dt J > 0 8t � 0. From
(18) it follows that d

dt E � 0 along the line

Jc�E� � g cos�pE�
2 sin2�pE�

���
p
2

r
(drawn as a dashed line in Fig. 5).
Let us now investigate the temporal properties of the

solution (17, 18), and work out their predictions for the
asymptotic decay of the generalization error. For small
values of E Equations 17 and 18 yield

d

dt
J � g

���
2

p

r
� g2

2J
� O�E2� �19�

d

dt
E � ÿ gE

J

���
2

p

r
� g2

2p2J2E
� O�E3=J ;E=J2� �20�

From (19) we infer that J � gt
��������
2=p

p
for t!1. Substitu-

tion of this asymptotic solution into Equation 20 gives

d

dt
E � ÿE

t
� 1

4pEt2
� O�E3=t;E=t2� �t!1� �21�

We insert the ansatz E � Atÿa into Equation 21 and get the
solution A � 1=

������
2p
p

, a � 1=2. This implies that (in the
N !1 limit) on-line Hebbian learning with complete
training sets produces an asymptotic decay of the gener-
alization error of the form

E � 1�������
2pt
p �t!1� �22�

The reason that this expression does not depend on the
learning rate g is that the latter can be eliminated from the
macroscopic dynamic equations by a simple rescaling of
the length J of the weight vector. Figures 8, 9 and 10 will
show the theoretical results of this section together with the
results of doing numerical simulations of the learning rule
(16) and with similar results for other on-line learning rules
with constant learning rates. The agreement between the-
ory and simulations is quite convincing.

2.3. Perceptron learning with constant learning rate

Our second application of (12, 13, 14) is making the choice
F�J ; Jx; y� � h�ÿxy� in Equation 6, with constant learning
rate g, which produces the perceptron learning algorithm:

J tl � 1

N

� �
� J�tl� � g

N
nlsgn�B � nl�

� h�ÿ�B � nl��J�tl� � nl��
�23�

In other words, the student weights are updated in accor-
dance with the Hebbian rule only when sgn�B � n� �
ÿsgn�J � n�, i.e. when student and teacher are not in
agreement. Equations 12 and 13 now become

d

dt
J � ghx sgn �y�h�ÿxy�i � g2

2J
hh�ÿxy�i

d

dt
x � g

J
h� jyj ÿ xx sgn �y��h�ÿxy�i ÿ xg2

2J2
hh�ÿxy�i

As before the various Gaussian integrals occurring in these
expressions can be done analytically (see the appendix),
which results in

d

dt
J � ÿ g�1ÿ x�������

2p
p � g2

2pJ
arccos�x�

d

dt
x � g�1ÿ x2�������

2p
p

J
ÿ xg2

2pJ2
arccos�x�

Fig. 5. Flow in the (E, J) plane generated by the Hebbian learning
rule with constant learning rate g, in the limit N !1. Dashed: the
line where dE=dt � 0 (dJ=dt > 0 for any (E, J)). Note that the
¯ow asymptotically gives E ! 0 and J !1
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Elimination of x using (15) then gives us the dynamical
equations in terms of the pair �J ;E�:

d

dt
J � ÿ g�1ÿ cos�pE��������

2p
p � g2E

2 J
�24�

d

dt
E � ÿ g sin�pE�

p
������
2p
p

J
� g2E
2p J2 tan�pE� �25�

Figure 6 shows the ¯ow in the �E; J� plane, obtained by
numerical solution of (24, 25). The two lines where d

dt J � 0
and where d

dt E � 0 are found to be Jc;1�E� and Jc;2�E�,
respectively:

Jc;1�E� � g

���
p
2

r
E

1ÿ cos�pE�

Jc;2�E� � g

���
p
2

r
E cos�pE�

1ÿ cos2�pE�
For E 2 �0; 1=2� one always has Jc;1�E� � Jc;2�E�, with
equality only if �J ;E� � �1; 0�. Figure 6 shows that the
¯ow is drawn into the gully between the curves Jc;1�E� and
Jc;2�E�.
As with the Hebbian rule we now wish to investigate the

asymptotic behaviour of the generalization error. To do
this we expand Equations 24 and 25 for small E:

d

dt
J � ÿ gp2E2

2
������
2p
p � g2E

2 J
� O�E4�

d

dt
E � ÿ gE������

2p
p

J
� g2

2p2J2
ÿ g2E2

6 J2
� O�E3�

For small E and large t we know that J � Jc;1�E� � 1=E.
Making the ansatz J � A=E (and hence d

dt E � ÿ E2

A
d
dt J )

leads to a situation where we have two equivalent di�er-
ential equations for E:

d

dt
E � gp2E4

2
������
2p
p

A
ÿ g2E4

2A2
� O�E6�

d

dt
E � ÿ gE2������

2p
p

A
� g2E2

2p2A2
� O�E4�

Since both describe the same dynamics, the leading term of
the second expression should be identical to that of the
®rst, i.e. O�E4�, giving us the condition A � g

������
2p
p

=�2p2�.
Substitution of this condition into the ®rst expression for
d
dt E then gives

d

dt
E � ÿ1

2p
3E4 � O�E5� �t!1�

which has the solution

E � 2
3

ÿ �1=3
pÿ1tÿ1=3 �t!1� �26�

As with the Hebbian learning rule, this expression does not
depend on the learning rate since the latter can be elimi-
nated from the macroscopic equations by rescaling J . We
®nd, somewhat surprisingly, that in large systems �N !1�
the on-line perceptron learning rule is asymptotically much
slower in converging towards the desired E � 0 state than
the simpler Hebbian rule. This will be di�erent if we allow
for time-dependent learning rates. Figures 8, 9 and 10 will
show the theoretical results on the perceptron rule together
with the results of doing numerical simulations and to-
gether with similar results for other on-line learning rules.
Again the agreement between theory and experiment is
quite satisfactory.

2.4. AdaTron learning with constant learning rate

As our third application we analyse the macroscopic dy-
namics of the AdaTron learning rule, corresponding to the
choice F�J ; Jx; y� � jJxjh�ÿxy� in the general recipe (6). As
in the perceptron rule, modi®cations are made only when
student and teacher are in disagreement; however, here the
modi®cation made is proportional to the magnitude of the
student's local ®eld. Students are punished in proportion to
their con®dence in the wrong answer. The rationale is that
wrong student answers S�n� � sgn�J � n� with large values
of jJ � nj require more rigorous corrections to J to be
remedied than those with small values of jJ � nj.

J tl � 1

N

� �
� J�tl� � g

N
nlsgn�B � nl�

� jJ�tl� � nljh�ÿ�B � nl��J�tl� � nl��
�27�

Working out the general Equations 12 and 13 for the
learning rule (27) gives

d

dt
J � gJhxjxjsgn�y�h�ÿxy�i � 1

2 g2Jhx2h�ÿxy�i
d

dt
x � ghjxyjh�ÿxy�i ÿ gxhxjxjsgn�y�h�ÿxy�i
ÿ 1

2xg2hx2h�ÿxy�i

Fig. 6. Flow in the (E, J) plane generated by the perceptron
learning rule with constant learning rate g, in the limit N !1.
Dashed: the two lines where dE=dt � 0 and dJ=dt � 0, respectively.
Note that the ¯ow is attracted into the gully between these two
dashed lines and asymptotically gives E ! 0 and J !1
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All integrals can again be done analytically (see the ap-
pendix) so that we obtain explicit macroscopic ¯ow equa-
tions:

d

dt
J � J

x
gÿ g2

2

� �
I2�x�

d

dt
x � gI1�x� ÿ gÿ g2

2

� �
I2�x�

with the short-hands

I1�x� � �1ÿ x2�3=2
p

ÿ x�1ÿ x2�
p

arccos�x�

� x2
��������������
1ÿ x2
p

p
ÿ x3

p
arccos�x�

I2�x� � ÿx�1ÿ x2�
p

arccos�x� � x2
��������������
1ÿ x2
p

p

ÿ x3

p
arccos�x�

The usual translation from equations for the pair �J ;x�
into one involving the pair �J ;E�, following (15), turns out
to simplify matters considerably, since it gives

d

dt
J � J

g2

2
ÿ g

� �
E ÿ cos�pE� sin�pE�

p

� �
�28�

d

dt
E � ÿ g sin2�pE�

p2
� g2E
2p tan�pE�

ÿ g2 cos2�pE�
2p2

�29�

The ¯ow described by Equations 28 and 29 is shown in
Fig. 7, for the case g � 1. In contrast with the Hebbian and
the perceptron learning rules we here observe from Equa-
tions 28 and 29 that the learning rate g cannot be elimi-
nated from the macroscopic laws by a rescaling of the
weight vector length J . Moreover, the state E � 0 is stable
only for g < 3, in which case d

dt E < 0 for all t. For g < 2
one has d

dt J < 0 for all t, for g � 2 one has J�t� � J�0� for
all t, and for 2 < g < 3 we have d

dt J > 0 for all t.
For small E Equation 29 reduces to

d

dt
E � g2

3
ÿ g

� �
E2 � O�E4�

giving

E � 3tÿ1

g�3ÿ g� �t!1� �30�

For g � 1, which gives the standard representation of the
AdaTron algorithm, we ®nd E � 3

2 tÿ1. Note from Equa-
tion 28 that for the AdaTron rule there is a speci®c value
for g, namely g � 2, for which the length J of the student's

weight vector would remain constant; this again gives
E � 3

2 tÿ1. The optimal value for g, however, is g � 3
2 in

which case we ®nd E � 4
3 tÿ1 (see (30)).

2.5. Theory versus simulations

We close this section with results of the comparison of the
dynamics described by the various macroscopic ¯ow
equations with the results of measuring the error E during
numerical simulations of the various (microscopic) learn-
ing rules discussed so far. This will serve to support the
analysis and its implicit and explicit assumptions, but also
illustrates how the three learning rules compare among
one another. Figures 8 and 9 show the initial stage of the
learning processes for initializations corresponding to
random guessing �E � 0:5� and almost correct classi®ca-
tion (E small), respectively (note that for the perceptron
and AdaTron rules, starting at precisely E � 0 produces a
stationary state in ®nite systems). Here the solutions of
the ¯ow equations (solid lines) were obtained by numer-
ical iteration. The initial increase in the error E, as ob-
served for the Hebbian and perceptron rule, following
initialization with small values of E can be understood as
follows. The error depends only on the angle of the
weight vector J, not on its length J , this means that the
modi®cations generated by the Hebbian and perceptron
learning rules (which are of uniform magnitude) generate
large changes in E when J is small, but small changes in E
when J is large, with corresponding e�ects on the stability
of low E states. The AdaTron rule, in contrast, involves
weight changes which scale with the length J , so that the
stability of the E � 0 state does not depend on the value
of J . Figure 10 shows the asymptotic relaxation of the

Fig. 7. Flow in the (E; J) plane generated by the AdaTron learning
rule with constant learning rate g � 1, in the limit N !1 (in this
case the in¯uence of the value of the learning rate on the ¯ow is
more than just a rescaling of the length J)
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error E, in a log±log plot, together with the three corre-
sponding asymptotic (power law) predictions (22, 26, 30).
All simulations were carried out with networks of
N � 1000 neurons, which, it can be seen, is already suf-
®ciently large for the N � 1 theory to apply. The teacher
weight vectors B were in all cases drawn at random from
�ÿ1; 1�N . We conclude that the theory describes the sim-
ulations essentially perfectly.

3. On-line learning: complete training sets
and optimized rules

We now set out to use our macroscopic equations in `re-
verse mode'. Rather than calculate the macroscopic dy-
namics for a given choice of learning rule, we will try to ®nd
learning rules that optimize the macroscopic dynamical
laws in the sense that they produce the fastest decay to-

Fig. 8. Evolution in time of the generalization error E as measured during numerical simulations (with N �1000 neurons) of three di�erent
learning rules: Hebbian (diamonds), perceptron (triangles) and AdaTron (squares). Initial state: E (0) � 1/2 (random guessing) and
J(0) � 1. Learning rate: g � 1. The solid lines give for each learning rule the prediction of the N � 1 theory, obtained by numerical solution
of the ¯ow equations for (E, J)

Fig. 9. Evolution in time of the generalization error E as measured during numerical simulations (with N � 1000 neurons) of three di�erent
learning rules: Hebbian (diamonds), perceptron (triangles) and AdaTron (squares). Initial state: E(0) � 0.025 and J(0) � 1. Learning
rate: g � 1. The solid lines give, for each learning rule, the prediction of the N � 1 theory, obtained by numerical solution of the ¯ow
equations for (E, J)
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wards the desired E � 0 state. As a bonus it will turn out
that in many cases we can even solve the corresponding
macroscopic di�erential equations analytically, and ®nd
explicit expressions for E�t�, or rather its inverse t�E�.

3.1. Time-dependent learning rates

First we illustrate how modifying existing learning rules in
a simple way, by just allowing for suitably chosen time-
dependent learning rates g�t�, can already lead to a drastic
improvement in the asymptotic behaviour of the error
E.
We will inspect two speci®c choices of time-dependent

learning rates for the perceptron rule. Without loss of
generality we can always put g�t� � K�t�J�t� in our dy-
namic equations (for notational convenience we will drop
the explicit time argument of K). This choice will enable us
to decouple the dynamics of J from that of the general-
ization error E. For the perceptron rule we subsequently
®nd Equation 25 being replaced by

d

dt
E � ÿK sin�pE�

p
������
2p
p � K2E

2p tan�pE�
giving for small E

d

dt
E � ÿ KE������

2p
p � K2

2p2
� O�K2E2�

In order to obtain E ! 0 for t!1 it is clear that we need
K ! 0. Applying the ansatz E � A=ta, K � B=tb for the
asymptotic forms in the previous equation produces

ÿAtÿaÿ1 � ÿABtÿaÿb������
2p
p � B2tÿ2b

2p2
� O�tÿ2aÿ2b�

and so: a � b � 1 and A � B2=�p ������
2p
p ��Bÿ ������

2p
p �. Our aim

is to obtain the fastest approach of the E � 0 state, i.e. we
wish to maximize a (for which we found a � 1) and sub-
sequently minimize A. We ®nd the value of B for which A is
minimized is B � 2

������
2p
p

, in which case we obtain the error
decay given by

g � 2J
������
2p
p

t
: E � 4

pt
�t!1� �31�

This is clearly a great improvement upon the result for the
perceptron rule with constant g, i.e. Equation 26; in fact it
is the fastest relaxation we have derived so far.
Let us now move to an alternative choice for the time-

dependent learning rate for the perceptron. According to
Equation 24, there is one speci®c recipe for g�t� such that
the length J of the student's weight vector will remain
constant, given by

g �
���
2

p

r
J
E
�1ÿ cos�pE�� �32�

Making this choice converts Equation 25 for the evolution
of E into

d

dt
E � ÿ�1ÿ cos�pE��2

p2E sin�pE� �33�

Equation 33 can be written in the form d
dE t � g�E�, so that

t�E� becomes a simple integral which can be done analyt-
ically, with the result

Fig. 10. Asymptotic behaviour of the generalization error E measured during numerical simulations (with N � 1000) of three di�erent
learning rules: Hebbian (diamonds, middle curve), perceptron (triangles, upper curve) and AdaTron (squares, lower curve). Initial state:
E(0) � 1/2 and J(0) � 1. Learning rate: g � 1. The dashed lines give, for each learning rule, the corresponding asymptotic power law
predicted by the N � 1 theory (Equations 22, 26 and 30, respectively)
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t�E� � pE � sin�pE�
1ÿ cos�pE� ÿ

pE0 � sin�pE0�
1ÿ cos�pE0� �34�

(which can also be veri®ed directly by substitution into
(33)). Expansion of (34) and (32) for small E gives the
asymptotic behaviour also encountered in (31):

g � 2J
������
2p
p

t
; E � 4

pt
�t!1� �35�

It might appear that implementation of the recipe (32) is in
practice impossible, since it involves information which is
not available to the student perceptron (namely the in-
stantaneous error E). However, since we know (34) we can
simply calculate the required g�t� explicitly as a function of
time.
One has to be somewhat careful in extrapolating results

such as those obtained in this section. For instance,
choosing the time-dependent learning rate (32) enforces the
constraint J�t� � J�0� in the macroscopic equations for
N !1. This is not identical to choosing g�tl� in the
original Equation 6 such as to enforce
J2�tl � �1=N�� � J2�tl� at the level of individual iteration
steps, as can be seen by working out the dynamical laws.
The latter case would correspond to the microscopically
¯uctuating choice

g�tl� � ÿ2 �J�tl� � nl�sgn�B � nl�
F�jJ�tl�j; J�tl� � nl;B � nl�

if

F�jJ�tl�j; J�tl� � nl;B � nl� 6� 0

If we now choose for example F�J ; Jx; y� � h�ÿxy�, imply-
ing g�tl� � 2jJ�tl� � nlj, we ®nd by insertion into (6) that
the perceptron rule with `hard' weight normalization at
each iteration step via adaptation of the learning rate is
identical to the AdaTron rule with constant learning rate
g � 2. We know therefore that in this case one obtains
E � 3=2t, whereas for the perceptron rule with `soft' weight
normalization via (32) (see the analysis above) one obtains
E � 4=pt. Clearly the two procedures are not equivalent.

3.2. Spherical on-line learning rules

We arrive in a natural way at the question of how to ®nd
the optimal time-dependent learning rate for any given
learning rule, or more generally: of how to ®nd the optimal
learning rule. This involves variational calculations in two-
dimensional ¯ows �since our macroscopic equations are
de®ned in terms of the evolving pair �J ;E��. Such calcu-
lations would be much simpler if our macroscopic equa-
tions were just one-dimensional, e.g. describing only the
evolution of the error E with a stationary (or simply ir-
relevant) value of the length J . Often it will turn out that
for ®nding the optimal learning rate or the optimal learning
rule the problem can indeed be reduced to a one-dimen-

sional one. To be able to obtain results also for those cases
where this reduction does not happen we will now con-
struct so-called spherical learning rules, where J2�t� � 1 for
all t. This can be arranged in several equivalent ways.
The ®rst method is to add the general rule (6) a term

proportional to the instantaneous weight vector J, whose
sole purpose is to achieve the constraint J2 � 1:

J tl � 1
N

ÿ � � J�tl� � 1
N

�
g�tl�nlsgn�B � nl�

�F�jJ�tl�j; J�tl� � nl;B � nl� ÿ k�tl�J�tl�
	 �36�

The evolution of the two observables Q�J� and R�J� (7) is
now given by

Q J tl � 1

N

� �� �
�Q�J�tl�� 1ÿ 2k�tl�

N

� �
� 2

N
g�tl��J�tl� � nl�

� sgn�B � nl�F�jJ�tl�j; J�tl� � nl;B � nl�

� 1

N
g2�tl�F2�jJ�tl�j; J�tl� � nl;B � nl�

� O�Nÿ2�

R J tl � 1

N

� �� �
� R�J�tl�� 1ÿ k�tl�

N

� �
� 1

N
g�tl�jB � nlj

�F�jJ�tl�j; J�tl� � nl;B � nl�
Following the procedure of Section 1.2 to arrive at the
N !1 limit of the dynamical equations for Q and R then
leads to (we drop explicit time arguments for notational
convenience):

d

dt
Q � 2gQ

1
2 x sgn�y�F Q

1
2; Q

1
2x; y

h iD E
� g2 F2 Q

1
2; Q

1
2x; y

h iD E
ÿ 2kQ

d

dt
R � g jyjF Q

1
2; Q

1
2x; y

h iD E
ÿ kR

We now choose the function k�t� such that Q�t� � 1 for all
t � 0. This ensures that R�t� � x�t� � Ĵ�t� � B, and gives
(via d

dt Q � 0� a recipe for k�t�
k � ghx sgn�y�F�1; x; y�i � 1

2 g2hF2�1; x; y�i

which can then be substituted into our equation for d
dt x:

d

dt
x � gh�jyj ÿ xx sgn�y��F�1; x; y�i ÿ 1

2xg2hF2�1; x; y�i
�37�

with averages as usual de®ned with respect to the Gaussian
joint ®eld distribution (14), which depends only on x, so
that Equation 37 is indeed autonomous.
The second method to arrange the constraint J2 � 1 is to

explicitly normalize the weight vector J after each modi®-
cation step, i.e.
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J tl � 1

N

� �

� J�tl� � 1
N g�tl�nl sgn�B � nl�F�1; J�tl� � nl;B � nl�

jJ�tl� � 1
N g�tl�nl sgn�B � nl�F�1; J�tl� � nl;B � nl�j

� Ĵ�tl� � 1

N
g�tl�

�
nl ÿ Ĵ�tl��Ĵ�tl� � nl�
h i

� sgn�B � nl�F�1; J�tl� � nl;B � nl�

ÿ 1

2
g�tl�J�tl�F2 1; J�tl� � nl;B � nl� ��� O�Nÿ2� �38�

The evolution of the observable x�J� � Ĵ � B is thus given
by

x J tl � 1

N

� �� �
�x�J�tl�� � 1

N
g�tl�

�
��jB � nlj ÿ x�J�tl���Ĵ�tl� � nl�

� sgn�B � nl��F�1; J�tl� � nl;B � nl�

ÿ 1

2
xg�tl�F2�1; J�tl� � nl;B � nl�

�
� O�Nÿ2�

Following the procedure of Section 1.2 then leads to

d

dt
x � gh�jyj ÿ xx sgn�y��F�1; x; y�i

ÿ 1

2
xg2hF2�1; x; y�i

�39�

which is identical to Equation 37.
Finally we convert Equation 37 into a dynamical equa-

tion for the error E, using (15), which gives the ®nal result

d

dt
E � ÿ g

p sin�pE� h�jyj ÿ cos�pE�x sgn�y��F�1; x; y�i

� g2

2p tan�pE� hF
2�1; x; y�i

�40�

with averages de®ned with respect to the distribution (14),
in which x � cos�pE�.
For spherical models described by either of the equiva-

lent classes of on-line rules (36) or (38), the evolution of the
error is described by a single ®rst-order non-linear di�er-
ential equation, rather than a pair of coupled non-linear
di�erential equations. This will allow us to push the anal-
ysis further, but the price we pay is that of a loss in gen-
erality.

3.3. Optimal time-dependent learning rates

We wish to optimize the approach to the E � 0 state of our
macroscopic equations, by choosing a suitable time-de-
pendent learning rate. Let us distinguish between the pos-

sible situations we can ®nd ourselves in. If our learning rule
is of the general form (6), without spherical normalization,
we have two coupled macroscopic equations:

d

dt
J � ghx sgn�y�F�J ; Jx; y�i � g2

2J
hF2�J ; Jx; y�i �41�

d

dt
E � ÿ g

Jp sin�pE� h�jyj ÿ cos�pE�x sgn�y��F�J ; Jx; y�i

� g2

2pJ 2 tan�pE� hF
2�J ; Jx; y�i �42�

which are obtained by combining (12, 13) with (15). The
probability distribution (14) with which the averages are
computed depends on E only, not on J . If, on the other
hand, we complement the rule (6) with weight vector nor-
malization as in (36) or (38) (the spherical rules), we obtain
a single equation for E only:

d

dt
E � ÿ g

p sin�pE� h�jyj ÿ cos�pE�x sgn�y��F�1; x; y�i

� g2

2p tan�pE� hF
2�1; x; y�i �43�

Since Equation 43 is autonomous (there are no dynamical
variables other than E), the optimal choice of the function
~g�t� (i.e. the one that generates the fastest decay of the error
E) is obtained by simply minimizing the temporal deriva-
tive of the error at each time-step:

8t � 0 :
@

@~g�t�
d

dt
E

� �
� 0 �44�

which is called the `greedy' recipe. Note, however, that the
same is true for Equation 42 if we restrict ourselves to rules
with the property that F�J ; Jx; y� � c�J�F�1; x; y� for some
function c�J�, such as the Hebbian �c�J� � 1�, perceptron
�c�J� � 1� and AdaTron �c�J� � J� rules. This property
can also be written as

@

@x
F�J ; Jx; y�
F�1; x; y� �

@

@y
F�J ; Jx; y�
F�1; x; y� � 0 �45�

For rules which obey (45) we can simply write the time-
dependent learning rate as g � ~gJ=c�J�, such that Equa-
tions 41 and 42 acquire the form:

d

dt
log J � ~ghx sgn�y�F�1; x; y�i � 1

2
~g2hF2�1; x; y�i �46�

d

dt
E � ÿ ~g

p sin�pE� h�jyj ÿ cos�pE�x sgn�y��F�1; x; y�i

� ~g2

2p tan�pE� hF
2�1; x; y�i �47�

In these cases, precisely since we are free to choose the
function ~g�t� as we wish, the evolution of J decouples from
our problem of optimizing the evolution of E. For learning
rules where F�J ; Jx; y� truly depends on J , on the other
hand (i.e. where (45) does not hold), optimization of the
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error relaxation is considerably more di�cult, and is likely
to depend on the particular time t for which one wants to
minimize E�t�. We will not deal with such cases here.
If the `greedy' recipe applies (for spherical rules and for

ordinary ones with the property (45)) working out the de-
rivative in (44) immediately gives us

~g�t�opt �
hfjyj ÿ cos�pE�x sgn�y�gF�1; x; y�i

cos�pE�hF2�1; x; y�i �48�

Insertion of this choice into Equation 40 subsequently
leads to

dE
dt

����
opt

� ÿhfjyj ÿ cos�pE�x sgn�y�gF�1; x; y�i2
2p sin�pE� cos�pE�hF2�1; x; y�i �49�

These and subsequent expressions we will write in terms of
~g, de®ned as ~g�t� � g�t� for the spherical learning rules and
as ~g�t� � g�t�J�t�=c�J�t�� for the non-spherical learning
rules. We will now work out the details of the results
(48, 49) upon making the familiar choices for the function
F�. . .�: the Hebbian, perceptron and AdaTron rules.
For the (ordinary and spherical) Hebbian rules, corre-

sponding to F�J ; Jx; y� � 1, the various Gaussian integrals
in (48, 49) are the same as those we already met (analyti-
cally) in the case of constant learning rate g. Substitution of
the outcomes of the integrals (see the appendix) into
Equations 48 and 49 gives

~gopt �
���
2

p

r
sin2�pE�
cos�pE�

dE
dt

����
opt

� ÿ sin3�pE�
p2 cos�pE�

The equation for the error E can be solved explicitly, giving
(to be veri®ed by substitution):

t�E� � 1
2p sin

ÿ2�pE� ÿ 1
2p sin

ÿ2�pE0� �50�
The asymptotic behaviour of the process follows from ex-
pansion of (50) for small E, and gives

Eopt � 1�������
2pt
p ~gopt �

���
p
2

r
1

t
�t!1�

Asymptotically there is nothing to be gained by choosing
the optimal time-dependent learning rate, since the same
asymptotic form for E was also obtained for constant g (see
(22)). Note that the property F�J ; Jx; y� �F�1; x; y� of the
Hebbian recipe guarantees that the result (50) applies to
both the ordinary and the spherical Hebbian rule. The only
di�erence between the two cases is in the de®nition of ~g: for
the ordinary (non-spherical) version ~g�t� � g�t�=J�t�,
whereas for the spherical version ~g�t� � g�t�.
We move on to the (ordinary and spherical) perceptron

learning rules, where F�J ; Jx; y� � h�ÿxy�, with time-de-
pendent learning rates g�t� which we aim to optimize. As in
the Hebbian case all integrals occurring in (48, 49) upon
substitution of the present choiceF�J ; Jx; y� � h�ÿxy� have
been done already (see the appendix). Insertion of the
outcomes of these integrals into (48, 49) gives

~gopt �
sin2�pE�������
2p
p

E cos�pE�
dE
dt

����
opt

� ÿ sin3�pE�
4p2E cos�pE�

Again the non-linear di�erential equation describing the
evolution of the error E can be solved exactly:

t�E� � 2�pE � sin�pE� cos�pE��
sin2�pE�

ÿ 2�pE0 � sin�pE0� cos�pE0��
sin2�pE0�

�51�

Expansion of (51) for small E gives the asymptotic be-
haviour

Eopt � 4

pt
~gopt �

2
������
2p
p

t
�t!1�

which is identical to that found in the beginning of this
section, i.e. Equations 31 and 35, upon exploring the con-
sequences of making two simple ad hoc choices for
the time-dependent learning rate (since ~g � g=J ). As with
the Hebbian rule, the property F�J ; Jx; y� �F�1; x; y� of
the perceptron recipe guarantees that the result (51) applies
to both the ordinary and the spherical version.
Finally we try to optimize the learning rate for the

spherical AdaTron learning rule, corresponding to the
choice F�J ; Jx; y� � jJxjh�ÿxy�. Working out the averages
in (48, 49) again does not require doing any new integrals.
Using those already encountered in analysing the AdaTron
rule with constant learning rate (to be found in the ap-
pendix), we obtain

~gopt �
sin3�pE�

p
E cos�pE� ÿ cos2�pE� sin�pE�

p

� �ÿ1
dE
dt

����
opt

� ÿ sin5�pE�
2p2 cos�pE�

1

pE ÿ cos�pE� sin�pE�
� �

(note that in both versions, ordinary and spherical, of the
AdaTron rule we simply have ~g�t� � g�t�). It will no longer
come as a surprise that this equation for the evolution of
the error also allows for an analytical solution:

t�E� � p
8

4pE ÿ sin�4pE�
sin4�pE� ÿ 4pE0 ÿ sin�4pE0�

sin4�pE0�

" #
�52�

Asymptotically, we ®nd, upon expanding (52) for small E,
a relaxation of the form

Eopt � 4
3t ~gopt � 3

2 �t!1�
So for the AdaTron rule the asymptotic behaviour for
optimal time-dependent learning rate g is identical to that
found for optimal constant learning rate g (which is indeed
g � 3

2, see (30)). As with the previous two rules, the prop-
erty F�J ; Jx; y� � JF�1; x; y� of the AdaTron recipe guar-
antees that the result (50) applies to both the ordinary and
the spherical version.
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It is quite remarkable that the simple perceptron learning
rule, which came out at the bottom of the league among the
three learning rules considered so far in the case of having
constant learning rates, shoots to the top as soon as we
allow for optimized time-dependent learning rates. It is in
addition quite satisfactory that in a number of cases one
can actually ®nd an explicit expression for the relation t�E�
between the duration of the learning stage and the gener-
alization error achieved, i.e. Equations 34, 50, 51 and 52.

3.4. Optimal on-line learning rules

We need not restrict our optimization attempts to varying
the learning rate g only, but we can also vary the full form
gF�J ; Jx; y� of the learning rule. The aim, as always, is to
minimize the generalization error, but there will be limits to
what is achievable. So far all examples of on-line learning
rules we have studied gave an asymptotic relaxation of the
error of the form E � tÿq with q � 1. It can be shown using
general probabilistic arguments that if one only has p � aN
examples of randomly drawn question/answer pairs
fnl; T �nl�g with which to calculate the weight vector J of
an N -neuron binary student perceptron (whether in an on-
line or a batch fashion), the generalization error Eg�J�
obeys the inequality Eg�J� � 0:44 . . . =a for N !1 (this is
the one result we will mention without derivation). For on-
line learning rules of the class (6) or (36, 38) we have used
at time t a number of examples p � tN , so this inequality
translates into

lim
t!1 tE�t� � 0:44 . . . �53�

No on-line learning rule can violate (53).� On the other
hand, we have already encountered several rules with at
least the optimal power E � tÿ1. The optimal on-line
learning rule is thus one which gives asymptotically
E � A=t, but with the smallest value of A possible.
The function F�J ; Jx; y� in the learning rules is allowed

to depend only on the sign of the teacher ®eld y � B � n, not
on its magnitude, since otherwise it would describe a situ-
ation where considerably more than just the answers
T �n� � sgn�B � n� of the teacher are used for updating the
parameters of the student. One can easily see that using
unavailable information indeed violates (53). Suppose, for
instance, we would consider spherical on-line rules, i.e. (36)
or (38), and make the forbidden choice

gF�1; x; y� � jyj ÿ cos�pE�x sgn�y�
cos�pE�

We would then ®nd for the corresponding Equation 43
describing the evolution of the error E for N !1:

d

dt
E � ÿh�jyj ÿ cos�pE�x sgn�y��2i

2p sin�pE� cos�pE�

(with averages as always calculated with the distribution
(14)) from which it follows, upon using the Gaussian in-
tegrals done in the appendix:

d

dt
E � ÿ tan�pE�

2p

This produces exponential decay of the error, and thus
indeed violates (53).
Taking into account the restrictions on available infor-

mation, and anticipating the form subsequent expressions
will take, we write the functionF�J ; Jx; y� (which we will be
varying, and which we will also allow to have an explicit
time-dependence�) in the following form

gF�J ; Jx; y� � JF��x; t� if y > 0
JFÿ�x; t� if y < 0

�
�54�

If our learning rule is of the general form (6), without
spherical normalization, the coupled Equations 41 and 42
describe the macroscopic dynamics. For the spherical rules
(36, 38) we have the single macroscopic Equation 43. Both
(42) and (43) now acquire the form

d

dt
E � ÿ 1

p sin�pE�
n
h�y ÿ xx�h�y�F��x; t�i

ÿ h�y ÿ xx�h�ÿy�Fÿ�x; t�i
ÿ 1

2
xhh�y�F2

��x; t�i

ÿ 1

2
xhh�ÿy�F2

ÿ�x; t�i
o

�55�

with the usual short-hand x � cos�pE� and with averages
calculated with the (time-dependent) distribution (14). To
simplify notation we now introduce the two functionsZ

dy h�y�P �x; y� � X�x; t�Z
dy h�y��y ÿ xx�P �x; y� � D�x; t�

and hence, using the symmetry Pt�x; y� � Pt�ÿx;ÿy�,
Equation 55 acquires the compact form

d

dt
E � ÿ 1

p sin�pE�
Z
dx
�

D�x; t�F��x; t�

ÿ 1

2
xX�x; t�F2

��x; t�
�

ÿ 1

p sin�pE�
Z
dx
�

D�ÿx; t�Fÿ�x; t�

ÿ 1

2
xX�ÿx; t�F2

ÿ�x; t�
�

�56�

� This will be di�erent for graded-response perceptrons.

� By allowing for an explicit time-dependence, we can drop the dependence
on J inF�J ; Jx; y� if we wish, without loss of generality, since J is itself just

some function of time.
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Since there is only one dynamical variable, the error E, our
optimization problem is solved by the `greedy' recipe which
here involves functional derivatives:

8x; 8t :
d

dF��x; t�
dE
dt

� �
� d

dFÿ�x; t�
dE
dt

� �
� 0

with the solution

F��x; t� � D�x; t�
xX�x; t� Fÿ�x; t� � D�ÿx; t�

xX�ÿx; t� �F��ÿx; t�

Substitution of this solution into (56) gives the corre-
sponding law describing the optimal error evolution of
(ordinary and spherical) on-line rules:

dE
dt

����
opt

� ÿ 1

p sin�pE� cos�pE�
Z
dx

D2�x; t�
X�x; t�

Explicit calculation of the integrals D�x; t� and X�x; t� (see
the appendix) gives:

D�x; t� � sin�pE�
2p

eÿ
1
2x
2= sin2�pE�

X�x; t� � eÿ
1
2x
2

2
������
2p
p 1� erf x=

���
2
p

tan�pE�
� �h i

with which we ®nally obtain an explicit expression for the
optimal form of the learning rule, via (54), as well as for the
dynamical law describing the corresponding error evolu-
tion:

gF�J ; Jx; y�opt �
���
2

p

r
J tan�pE�eÿ1

2x
2= tan2�pE�

1� sgn�xy�erf jxj= ���
2
p

tan�pE�ÿ � �57�

dE
dt

����
opt

� ÿ tan
2�pE�

p2
������
2p
p

�
Z
dx

eÿ
1
2x
2�1�cos2�pE��= cos2�pE�

1� erf�x= ���
2
p �

�58�

The asymptotic form of the error relaxation towards the
E � 0 state follows from expansion of Equation 58 for
small E, which gives

dE
dt
� ÿE2

Z
dy

eÿy2������
2p
p �1� erf�y= ���

2
p �� � O�E

4�

so that we can conclude that the optimum asymptotic de-
cay for on-line learning rules (whether spherical or non-
spherical) is given by E � A=t for t!1, with

Aÿ1 �
Z
dx

eÿx2������
2p
p �1� erf�x= ���

2
p ��

Numerical evaluation of this integral (which is somewhat
delicate due to the behaviour of the integrand for x! ÿ1)
®nally gives

E � 0:883 . . .

t
�t!1�

It is instructive to investigate brie¯y the form of the opti-
mal learning rule (57) for large values of E (as in the initial
stages of learning processes) and for small values of E (as in
the ®nal stages of learning processes). Initially we ®nd

lim
E"12

gF�J ; Jx; y�opt
tan�pE� � J

���
2

p

r
which describes a Hebbian-type learning rule with diverg-
ing learning rate (note that tan�pE� ! 1 for E " 1

2). In
contrast, in the ®nal stages the optimal learning rule (57)
acquires the form

lim
E#0

gF�J ; Jx; y�opt �
J jxj���

p
p h�ÿxy� lim

z!1
eÿz2

z�1ÿ erf�z��
� J jxjh�ÿxy�

which is the AdaTron learning rule with learning rate
g � 1.�

In Figs. 11 (short times and ordinary axes) and 12 (large
times and log±log axes) we ®nally compare the evolution of
the error for the optimal on-line learning rule (57) with the
two on-line learning rules which so far were found to give
the fastest relaxation: the perceptron rule with normalizing
time-dependent learning rate (giving the error of (34)), and
the perceptron rule with optimal time-dependent learning
rate (giving the error of (51)). This, in order to assess
whether choosing the optimal on-line learning rule (57)
rather than its simpler competitors, is actually worth the
e�ort. The curves for the optimal on-line rule were ob-
tained by numerical solution of Equation 58.

3.5. Summary in a table

We close this section with an overview of some of the re-
sults on on-line learning in perceptrons described/derived
so far. The upper part of Table 1 contains results for spe-
ci®c learning rules with either arbitrary constant learning
rates g (®rst column), optimal constant learning rate g
(second column), and where possible, a time-dependent
learning rate g�t� chosen such as to realize the normaliza-
tion J�t� � 1 for all t. The lower part of the table gives
results for speci®c learning rules with optimized time-
dependent learning rates g�t�, as well as lower bounds on
the asymptotic generalization error.

� The reason that, in spite of the asymptotic equivalence of the two rules,
the optimal rule does not asymptotically give the same relaxation of the

error E as the AdaTron rule is that in order to determine the asymptotics

one has to take the limit E! 0 in the full macroscopic di�erential

equation for E, which, in addition to the function F�. . .� de®ning the

learning rule, involves the Gaussian probability distribution (14) which

depends on E in a non-trivial way, especially near E � 0.
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4. The formal approach

The main reason for developing a more formal approach to
learning dynamics is that in the complicated cases of in-
complete training sets or layered systems with large num-
bers of hidden neurons we can no longer get away with the
relatively simple methods used so far. For perceptrons with
N inputs the situation of incomplete training sets arises
when the number of `questions' scales as j ~Dj � aN ; here the

training error is no longer identical to the generalization
error, see Fig. 13. We show how in the limit N !1 the
dynamics of any ®nite set of mean-®eld observables will be
described by a (macroscopic) Fokker±Planck equation, of
which the ¯ow and di�usion terms can be calculated ex-
plicitly. In addition, the more formal analysis will allow us
to recover the previous results on on-line learning in a more
rigorous way, and will clarify the relation between the
macroscopic laws for the on-line and batch scenarios.

Fig. 11. Evolution of the error E for three on-line learning rules: perceptron rule with a learning rate such that J(t) � 1 for all t � 0 (solid
line), perceptron rule with optimal learning rate (dashed line) and the optimal spherical learning rule (dotted line). Initial state: E(0) � 1/2
and J(0) � 1. The curves for the perceptron rules are given by (34) and (51). The curve for the optimal spherical rule was obtained by
numerical solution of Equation 58

Fig. 12. Evolution of the error E for the on-line perceptron rule with a learning rate such that J(t) � 1 for all t � 0 (solid line), the on-line
perceptron rule with optimal learning rate (dashed line) and the optimal spherical on-line learning rule (dotted line). Initial states:
(J ;E) �(1,1/2) (upper curves), and (J,E) �(1,1/100) (lower curves). The curves for the perceptron rules are given by (34) and (51). The
curves for the optimal spherical rule were obtained by numerical solution of Equation 58
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Table 1. Overview of exact results on on-line learning rules for perceptrons with complete training sets, in the limit N !1 (an in®nite
number of inputs)

Generalization error in perceptrons with on-line learning rules

Constant learning rate g Variable g

Rule Asymptotic decay for constant g Optimal asymptotic decay for constant g
(g chosen to
normalize J )

Hebbian E � 1����
2p
p tÿ1=2 for g > 0 E � 1����

2p
p tÿ1=2 for g > 0 N/A

Perceptron E � 2
3

ÿ �1=3
pÿ1tÿ1=3 for g > 0 E � 2

3

ÿ �1=3
pÿ1tÿ1=3 for g > 0 E � 4

p tÿ1

AdaTron E � 3
3gÿg2

� �
tÿ1 for 0 < g < 3 E � 4

3 tÿ1 for g � 3
2 E � 3

2 tÿ1

Optimal generalization

Optimal time-dependent learning rate g
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h i
E � 1����
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p tÿ1=2

Perceptron t � 2 pE�sin�pE� cos�pE�
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h i
E � 4
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h i
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Lower bound for on-line learning (asymptotics of the optimal learning rule) E � 0:88tÿ1

Lower bound for any learning rule E � 0:44tÿ1

Fig. 13. Evolution in time of the generalization errors Eg (dashed lines) and the training errors Et (solid lines) as measured during numerical
simulations (with N �10 000 neurons) of the Hebbian learning rule, for three di�erent sizes of the (restricted) training set (a �0.5,1.0,2.0).
Initial state: E(0) � 1/2 and J(0) � 1. Learning rate: g � 1
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4.1. From discrete to continuous times

We will describe the formal procedure for calculating
macroscopic dynamical laws from the microscopic ones for
on-line and batch learning process in simple perceptrons. It
involves several distinct stages. Our starting point is the
formulation (2) in terms of a Markov process:

p̂m�1�J� �
Z
dJ0W �J; J0�p̂m�J0� �59�

with transition probability densities corresponding to the
class (6) of generic learning rules�

On-Line: W �J; J0� � d Jÿ J0 ÿ g
N

n sgn�B � n�
nD
�F�jJ0j; J0 � n;B � n�

oE
~D

Batch: W �J; J0� � d Jÿ J0 ÿ g
N

n sgn�B � n�h
n
�F�jJ0j; J0 � n;B � n�i ~D

	
�60�

Note that in the previous approach the limit N !1
realized several simpli®cations at once (continuous versus
discrete time, stochastic versus deterministic macroscopic
evolution) which for technical reasons we would prefer to
control independently.
We will ®rst describe a method to make the transition

from the discrete-time process (59) to a description in-
volving real-valued times in a more transparent and exact
way. The idea is to choose the duration of each discrete
iteration step in the process (59) to be a real-valued random
number, such that the probability that at time t precisely m
steps have been made is given by the Poisson expression

pm�t� � 1

m!
�Nt�meÿNt

with the properties

d

dt
pm>0�t� � N pmÿ1�t� ÿ pm�t�� �
d

dt
p0�t� � ÿNp0�t�

�61�

hmi � Nt hm2i ÿ hmi2 � Nt �62�
This move at ®rst sight appears to make the problem more
complicated, but will turn out to do precisely the opposite.
From (62) it follows that for times t� N one has
t � m=N � O�Nÿ1

2�, the usual time unit. Due to the random
durations of the iteration steps we also have to replace the
microscopic probability distribution p̂m�J� in (59) by one
that takes the variations in numbers of iteration steps
performed at a given time t into account:

pt�J� �
X
m�0

pm�t�p̂m�J� �63�

This distribution obeys a simple di�erential equation,
which follows from combining Equations 59, 61, 62, and
63:

d

dt
pt�J� � N

Z
dJ0fW �J; J0� ÿ d�Jÿ J0�g pt�J0� �64�

So far no approximations have been made, Equation 64
which replaces (59) is exact for any N . We have made the
transition from discrete-time iterations to di�erential
equations (which are usually much easier to handle) with-
out invoking the limit N !1, but at the price of an un-
certainty in where we are on the time axis. This uncertainty,
however, is guaranteed to vanish in the limit N !1.

4.2. From microscopic to macroscopic laws

We next wish to investigate the dynamics of a number of as
yet arbitrary macroscopic observables X�J� � �X1�J�; . . . ;
Xk�J��. They are assumed to be O�1� each for N !1, and
®nite in number. To do so we introduce the associated
macroscopic probability distribution

Pt�X� �
Z
dJ pt�J�d XÿX�J �� � �65�

Its time derivative immediately follows from that in (64):

d

dt
pt�X� � N

Z
dJ dJ0 d XÿX�J �� �
� fW �J; J0� ÿ d�Jÿ J0�g pt�J0�

This equation can be written in the standard form

d

dt
pt�X� �

Z
dX0Wt�X; X0� pt�X0� �66�

where

W t�X; X0� � �RdJ0 pt�J0�d�X0 ÿX�J0���ÿ1
��RdJ0pt�J0�d�X0 ÿX�J0�� R dJd�Xÿ X�J ��
�NfW �J ; J 0� ÿ d�J ÿ J 0�g�

(this statement can be veri®ed by substitution ofWt�X; X0�
into (66)). Note that the macroscopic process (66) need not
be Markovian, since the explicit time-dependence of the
macroscopic transition density Wt�X; X0� requires know-
ledge of the microscopic probability distribution pt�J�. If
we now insert the relevant expressions (60) for W �J; J0�, we
can perform the J-integrations, and obtain an expression in
terms of so-called sub-shell averages (or conditional aver-
ages) hf �J�iX;t, which are de®ned as

hf �J�iX;t �
R
dJ pt�J�d XÿX�J�� �f �J�R
dJ pt�J�d XÿX�J�� �

For the two types of learning rules at hand (on-line and
batch) we obtain (upon replacing the remaining dummy
variables J0 by J):

� As before this is just one choice of many. We could, for example, easily

add a term of the form �g=N�J0K�jJ0j; J0 � n;B � n� to account for weight

decay (constant, `hard' spherical, `soft' spherical, or otherwise), without

making the analysis signi®cantly more di�cult.
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Wonl
t �X; X0� � N d XÿX J� g

N
n

hhDD
sgn �B � n�

�F�jJj; J � n;B � n�
iiE

~D

ÿ d XÿX�J�� �
E

X0;t

Wbat
t �X; X0� � N d XÿX J� g

N

hhD
�
D
nsgn �B � n�F�jJj; J � n;B � n�

E
~D

ii
ÿ d XÿX�J�� �

E
X0;t

We now insert integral representations for the d-distribu-
tions

d�XÿQ� �
Z

dX̂

�2p�k e
iX̂� XÿQ� �

which gives for our two learning scenarios:

Wonl
t �X; X0� �

Z
dX̂

�2p�k e
iX̂�X

� N
D

eÿiX̂�X J�g
Nn sgn�B�n�F�jJj;J�n;B�n�� �D E

~D

ÿ eÿiX̂�X�J�
E

X0;t
�67�

Wbat
t �X; X0� �

Z
dX̂

�2p�k e
iX̂�X

� N
D
eÿiX̂�X J�g

N n sgn�B�n�F�jJj;J�n;B�n�h i ~D� �

ÿ eÿiX̂�X�J�
E

X0;t
�68�

Still no approximations have been made. The above two
expressions di�er only in at which stage the averaging over
the training set ~D occurs.
Our aim is to obtain from (66) an autonomous set of

macroscopic dynamic equations, i.e. we want to choose the
observables X�J� such that for N !1 the explicit time-
dependence inWt�X; X0�, induced by the appearance of the
microscopic distribution pt�J� will vanish. This can happen
either because pt�J� drops out, or because pt�J� depends on
J only via X�J�, or even through combinations of these
mechanisms. In expanding Equations 67 and 68 for large N
we have to be somewhat careful, since the system size N
enters both as a small parameter to control the magnitude
of the modi®cation of individual components of the weight
vector J, but also determines the dimensions and lengths of
various vectors. Upon inspection of the general Taylor
expansion

X�J� k� �
X
l�0

1

l!

XN

i1�1
� � �
XN

il�1
ki1 � � � kil

@lX�J�
@Ji1 � � � @Jil

we see that if all derivatives were to be treated as O�1� (i.e.
if we only take into account the dependence of the com-

ponents of k on N ), we end up in trouble, since in the cases
of interest (where k2 � O�Nÿ1�) this series could give
X�J� k� �Pl�0�

P
i ki�l �

P
l�0 O�1�. We need to restrict

ourselves to observables Xl�J� of the mean-®eld type, where
all components Ji play an equivalent role in determining
the overall scaling with respect to N (which makes sense).
For instance:

X�J� �
X

k

BkJk : O�@iX�J�� � O�Bi�

� Nÿ1O�X�J��=O�Ji�
X�J� �

X
k

J2k : O�@iX�J�� � O�Ji�

� Nÿ1O�X�J��=O�Ji�

X�J� �
X

kl

JkAklJl : O�@iX�J�� � O
X

k

AikJk

 !
� Nÿ1O�X�J��=O�Ji�

The pattern is clear. The only additional point to be taken
into account is that in the case of multiple derivatives with
respect to the same component Ji, our scaling requirement
will be less severe due to the fact that such terms occur less
frequently than multiple derivatives with respect to di�er-
ent components (i.e. in

P
ij JiAijJj we have N�N ÿ 1� terms

with i 6� j, but just N with i � j). We thus de®ne mean-®eld
observables X�J� as mean-®eld observables:

@lX�J�
@Ji1 � � � @Jil

� O Nÿ
1
2l

X�J�
jJjl � N

lÿd

 !
�N !1� �69�

in which d is the number of di�erent elements in the set
fi1; . . . ; ilg. For mean-®eld observables we can estimate the
scaling of the various terms in the Taylor expansion:

X�J� k� � X�J� �
X

i

ki
@X�J�
@Ji

� 1

2

X
ij

kikj
@2X�J�
@Ji@Jj

�
X
l�3

O X�J� jkjjJj
� �l ! �70�

Here we have used
P

i ki � O
����
N
p jkjÿ �

(note that the order
symbols describe worst-case scaling properties).
We now apply (70) to our Equations 67 and 68, re-

stricting ourselves henceforth to mean-®eld observables
Xl�J� in the sense of (69). The shifts k, being either
�g=N�n sgn�B � n�F�jJj; J � n;B � n� or �g=N�hn sgn�B � n�
F�jJj; J � n;B � n�i ~D, scale as jkj � O�Nÿ

1
2�. Furthermore, if

we choose one of our observables to be X1�J� � J2, the
subshells in (67, 68) will ensure J2 � O�1�, so that the l-th
order term in the expansions (70) will be of order Nÿ

1
2l in

both cases. This allows us to expand:
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eÿiX̂�X�J�k� ÿ eÿiX̂�X�J�

� e
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@
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ij

kikj
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ki
@
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X
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2

X
i

ki
@

@Ji
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so that

N
Z
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�2p�k e
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h i
� ÿN

Z
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X̂l

X
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X
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X
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X
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X
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X
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X
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� ÿN
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X
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@Xl�J�
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"
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X
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kikj
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X
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kikj
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@Ji

@Xm�J�
@Jj
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@Xl@Xm

)
� d XÿX�J�� � � O Nÿ

1
2

� �
We now ®nd, upon insertion of this expansion into the
expressions (67) and (68), that both types of learning dy-
namics (on-line and batch) are described by macroscopic
laws with transition probabilities of the general form

W???
t �X; X0� � ÿ

X
l

Fl�X0; t� @
@Xl

(

� 1
2

X
lm

Glm�X0; t� @2

@Xl@Xm

)
d�XÿX0�

which, in combination with the dynamic Equation 66, leads
to convenient and transparent description of the macro-
scopic dynamics in the form of a Fokker-Planck equation:

d

dt
Pt�X� � ÿ

Xk

l�1

@

@Xl
Fl�X; t� Pt�X�
� 	

� 1

2

Xk

lm�1

@2

@Xl@Xm
Glm�X; t� Pt�X�
� 	 �71�

(modulo contributions which vanish for N !1). The
di�erences between on-line and batch learning are in the
explicit expressions for the functions Fl�X; t� and Glm�X; t�
in the ¯ow and di�usion terms. Upon introducing the short
hand F�. . .� for F�jJj; J � n;B � n� these can be written as:

F onll �X; t� � g
X

i

ni sgn�B � n�F�. . .� @Xl�J�
@Ji

* +
~D

* +
X;t

� g2

2N

X
ij

ninjF
2�. . .� @

2Xl�J�
@Ji@Jj

* +
~D

* +
X;t

�72�

Gonllm �X; t� � g2

N

X
ij

ninjF
2�. . .� @Xl�J�

@Ji

� �**

� @Xm�J�
@Jj

� ��
~D

�
X;t

�73�

F batl �X; t� � g
X

i

ni sgn�B � n�F�. . .�h i ~D
@Xl�J�
@Ji

* +
X;t

� g2

2N

X
ij

ni sgn�B � n�F�. . .�h i ~D

*

� nj sgn�B � n�F�. . .�
 �
~D

@2Xl�J�
@Ji@Jj

+
X;t

�74�

Gbatlm �X; t� � g2

N

X
ij

ni sgn�B � n�F�. . .�h i
*

� nj sgn�B � n�F�. . .�
 �
~D

� @Xl�J�
@Ji

� �
@Xm�J�
@Jj

� �+
X;t

�75�

The result (71) is still fairly general. The only conditions on
the observables Xl�J� needed for (71) to hold are: (i) all are
of order unity for N !1; (ii) all are of the mean-®eld type
(69); and (iii) one of them is the squared length J2 of the
student's weight vector.
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The Fokker-Planck Equation 71 subsequently quanti®es
the properties of the ideal choice(s) for our macroscopic
observables Xl�J�, if our aim is to ®nd closed deterministic
equations. Firstly:

deterministic laws: lim
N!1

Glm�X; t� � 0 �76�

If (76) holds, Equation 71 reduces to a Liouville equation,
with solutions of the desired form Pt�X� � d�XÿX��t�� in
which the trajectory X��t�, in turn, is the solution of the
deterministic equation

d

dt
X � F�X; t� �77�

with the ¯ow ®eld F given either by (72) (for on-line
learning) or by (74) (for batch learning). Note that condi-
tion (76) is not only su�cient to guarantee deterministic
evolution, but also necessary. Secondly, we want the de-
terministic laws to be closed. Since any remaining explicit
time-dependence in the macroscopic laws induces a de-
pendence on the microscopic distribution pt�J�, we con-
clude:

closed laws: lim
N!1

@

@t
Fl�X; t� � 0 �78�

(again this condition is su�cient and necessary). A set of
mean-®eld observables Xl�J� meeting the criteria (76, 78)
constitutes for N !1 an exact autonomous macroscopic
level of description of the learning process, in the form of
the coupled deterministic di�erential equations (77).
However, in general, there will be no a priori guarantee
that such a set of observables actually exists.

4.3. Application to (Q,R) evolution

We now apply the general results of this section to the
speci®c duo of observables that we considered in the pre-
vious sections to describe on-line learning with complete
training sets:

X1�J� � Q�J� � J2 X2�J� � R�J� � J � B �79�
These observables are indeed of the mean-®eld type (69) if
all Bi � O�Nÿ1

2�, and are de®ned to be of order unity.
However, the training set ~D is now chosen to consist of
j ~Dj � aN randomly drawn questions nl 2 fÿ1; 1gN . We
will show that Q and R obey deterministic macroscopic
equations for any a. These equations, however, fail to close
as soon as the training set is incomplete (for a <1). In
contrast, our previous results are recovered for the case of
complete training sets (for a!1). In addition we will
derive for the case of complete training sets the macro-
scopic equations for the batch version of some of the most
popular learning rules.

As could have been expected, we will also need the joint
input distribution

P �x; y� � hhd�xÿ Ĵ � n�d�y ÿ B � n�i ~DiQ;R;t �80�

Note that we cannot simply assume the distribution (80) to
be of a Gaussian form; it will depend on a. We will now
®rst show that the second-order moments of P �x; y� remain
®nite for any a in the limit N !1. For arbitrary vectors x
and y we ®nd

�x � n�h y � n�� i ~D � x � y� L�x; y�

L�x; y� �
X
i 6�j

xiyj
1

aN

XaN

l�1
nl

i n
l
j

" #

The second term is bounded according to
jL�x; y�j � maxi jkijjxjjyj, in which the ki denote the (real)
eigenvalues of the matrix Mij � �1ÿ dij=�aN��PaN

l�1 nl
i n

l
j .

For large N the spectrum of the matrix M can be calculated
using random matrix theory (see Hertz, 1990; Hertz et al.
1989) and the eigenvalues will be bounded:

eigenvalues of Mij � 1ÿ dij

aN

XaN

l�1
nl

i n
l
j :

a � 1: kmin � ÿ1 kmax � 1
a� 2��

a
p

a > 1: kmin � 1
aÿ 2��

a
p kmax � 1

a� 2��
a
p

8<:
�81�

From this it follows that all second-order moments (and
therefore also all ®rst-order moments) of the distribution
P�x; y� are ®nite, whatever the value of a, but also that only
for a!1 we recover the familiar previous expressions
(derived for complete training sets in Section 2) for the
second-order moments in terms of Q and R:

a!1 :

Z
dx dy x2P �x; y� �

Z
dx dy y2P �x; y� � 1;Z

dx dy xy P �x; y� � R=Q

�82�

The next stage is to assess the scaling of the various dif-
fusion terms G???

lm in the Fokker-Planck Equation 71. These
should vanish for N !1 if our observables are to behave
deterministically in the limit N !1. For the present ob-
servables the di�usion terms (73, 75) become

GonlQQ �Q;R; t� � 4g
2

N
Q
Z
dx dy P �x; y�x2F2 Q

1
2; Q

1
2x; y

h i
GonlQR �Q;R; t� � 2g

2

N
Q

1
2

Z
dx dy P�x; y�xyF2 Q

1
2; Q

1
2x; y

h i
GonlRR �Q;R; t� � g2

N

Z
dx dy P �x; y�y2F2 Q

1
2; Q

1
2x; y

h i
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We conclude that all di�usion terms G???
?? are of order

O�1=N� provided F�. . .� is bounded (which we assumed
from the start). This implies that for N !1 our macro-
scopic observables Q and R indeed evolve deterministically
for any a > 0.
The resulting deterministic equations for the duo �Q;R�

for on-line and batch learning are given by combining (77)
with the ¯ow terms (72) and (74), respectively. We now
work out these equations explicitly, starting with the on-
line scenario. Insertion of (72) into (77) gives

d

dt
Q � lim

N!1
2gQ
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d

dt
R � lim

N!1
g
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dx dy P �x; y�jyjF Q
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2; Q

1
2x; y

h i
�84�

Note that these equations are of the same form as those
derived earlier for complete training sets, i.e. (9, 10). The
di�erences between complete and incomplete training sets
are purely in the joint distribution P �x; y�, i.e. Equation 80.
Working out the macroscopic equations for the case of

batch learning is somewhat less straightforward, although
the ®nal result will be simpler. Insertion of (74) into (77)
gives, with the usual short-handF�. . .� �F jJj; J � n;B � n� �:
d
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The second term in the temporal derivative of Q can be
written as the subshell average of a quantity of the form

1

aN2

X
i

XaN

lm�1
xln

l
i n

m
i xm � x2

aN
� K�x�

K�x� � 1

aN

XaN

l 6�m�1
xlxm

1
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i

" #
in which

xl � g�������
aN
p sgn�B � nl�F

����
Q

p
; J � nl;B � nl

h i
Clearly x2 � O�1� for N !1, and K�x� is bounded ac-
cording to jK�x�j � maxi j~kijx2=aN , in which the ~ki denote
the (real) eigenvalues of the matrix ~Mlm � ��1ÿ dlm�=
N � PN

i�1 nl
i n

m
i . Note that for N !1 the eigenvalues of the

matrix ~M are related to those of the matrix M in (81) by
simply replacing a! 1=a (since the relation between the
two cases is interchanging aN and N ). From this it follows
that limN!1 K�x� � 0 and that in the temporal derivative
of Q only the ®rst term survives the limit N !1. This
leaves the ®nal result:

d

dt
Q � lim

N!1
2gQ

1
2

Z
dx dy P �x; y�x sgn�y�F Q

1
2; Q

1
2x; y

h i
�85�

d

dt
R � lim

N!1
g
Z
dx dy P�x; y�jyjF Q

1
2; Q

1
2x; y

h i
�86�

For any value of a, the di�erence between the macroscopic
equations for on-line learning (83, 84) and batch learning
(85, 86) (apart from a possible di�erence in the expressions
one might ®nd for the distribution P�x; y�) is simply the
presence/absence of terms which are quadratic in the
learning rate g.
For ®nite a, the case of incomplete training sets, we

observe that the macroscopic equations for the pair �Q;R�
(i.e. (83, 84) and (85, 86)) do not close, since the distribu-
tion P �x; y� (80) need not be of a Gaussian form, and its
moments need not (and almost certainly will not) be ex-
pressible in terms of the quantities Q and R.
For a!1, the case of complete training sets, we can

express the second-order moments of P �x; y� (80) in terms
of the observables �Q;R� via (82). Moreover, we can show
that the ®rst-order moments of P �x; y� are zero, since for
any normalized vector x 2 <N :

hx � ni2~D �
XN

i�1
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1
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XaN

l�1
nl

i

 !" #2

�
XN

i�1

1
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XaN

l�1
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i

 !2

� c�n�

in which c�n� obeys (with brackets denoting averages over
the possible training sets):
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This shows that lima!1 c�n� � 0 and that the ®rst-order
moments of P �x; y� will be zero. What cannot be demon-
strated rigorously, however, is that for a!1 the distri-
bution P�x; y� is of Gaussian form. This is impossible in
principle, even for a!1. We could, for instance, choose
an initial state J�0� for the student weight vector of the
form Ji�0� � eÿi, in which case the Gaussian assumption
would be violated for short times. If we choose our teacher
vector of the form Bi � eÿi the situation is even worse: now
the system will be forced to evolve into a macroscopic state
with a non-Gaussian distribution P �x; y�. It will be clear
that all we can hope for is that for non-pathological initial
conditions J(0) and non-pathological teacher vectors B one
can derive a dynamic equation for P �x; y� with Gaussian
solutions.

4.4. Complete training sets: batch learning
versus on-line learning

Here we will work out the macroscopic equations for the
batch versions of the Hebbian, perceptron and AdaTron
learning rules, and compare the results to those of the on-
line scenarios. It turns out that for these cases one can solve
the macroscopic dynamical laws explicitly. We restrict
ourselves to complete training sets. For a!1 and
N !1 the (exact) results of the previous subsection can be
written as

d

dt
Q � 2gQ

1
2

Z
dx dy P �x; y�x sgn�y�F Q

1
2; Q

1
2x; y

h i
� Dg2

Z
dx dy P �x; y�F2 Q
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1
2x; y

h i
�87�

d

dt
R � g

Z
dx dy P�x; y�jyjF Q

1
2; Q

1
2x; y

h i
�88�

in which D � 1 for the on-line scenario and D � 0 for the
batch scenario. Of the distribution P �x; y� we know, with-
out additional assumptions:

P �x; y� � lim
N!1

d�xÿ Ĵ � n�d�y ÿ B � n�
D E

~D

D E
Q;R;t

hxi � hyi � 0; x2

 � � y2


 � � 1; hxyi � R=Q

If we now assume J�0� and B to be such that P �x; y� has a
Gaussian shape, the above expressions for the moments
immediately dictate that for both scenarios P �x; y� will be
identical to (14). We now ®rstly recover our previous
macroscopic equations (9, 10) for the case of on-line
learning �D � 1�, and secondly ®nd that the macroscopic
equations for the case of batch learning can, for any choice
F�. . .� of the details of the learning rule, be obtained from
the on-line equations by simply removing from the latter all
terms which are quadratic in the learning rate g. This also
holds if we write the macroscopic equations in terms of the
observables �E; J�, since the transformation �Q;R� ! �E; J�
does not involve the learning rate g.

For the Hebbian ruleF�jJj; J � n;B � n� � 1 we obtain the
macroscopic equations describing batch learning by elimi-
nation of the g2 terms from the on-line Equations 17 and
18, giving

d

dt
J � g cos�pE�

���
2

p

r
d

dt
E � ÿ g sin�pE�

pJ

���
2

p

r
�89�

We can solve these equations by exploiting the existence of
a conserved quantity. If we de®ne D�J ;E� � J sin�pE� we
®nd, using (89), that d

dt D � 0, which allows us to express
the length J�t� at any time as

J � J0
sin�pE0�
sin�pE�

Substitution into the di�erential equation for the general-
ization error E then leads to a single non-linear di�erential
equation involving E only:

d

dt
E � ÿ

���
2

p

r
g sin2�pE�

pJ0 sin�pE0�
This equation is easily solved:

t�E� � 1

g

���
p
2

r
J0 sin�pE0� 1

tan�pE� ÿ
1

tan�pE0�
� �

�90�

Asymptotically this gives

E � J0 sin�pE0�
gt

������
2p
p

Asymptotically the gain in using the batch scenario rather
than the on-line scenario is having a power law error re-
laxation of the form tÿ1 rather than tÿ

1
2.

For the perceptron rule F�jJj; J � n; B � n� �
h�ÿ�J � n��B � n�� we obtain the macroscopic equations de-
scribing batch learning by elimination of the g2 terms from
the on-line Equations 24 and 25, giving

d

dt
J � ÿ g�1ÿ cos�pE��������

2p
p d

dt
E � ÿ g sin�pE�

p
������
2p
p

J
�91�

Here we ®nd that the quantity D�J ;E� � J �1� cos�pE�� is
conserved, which leads to

J � J0
1� cos�pE0�
1� cos�pE�

Substitution into the di�erential equation for the general-
ization error E then again leads to a single non-linear dif-
ferential equation involving E only:

d

dt
E � ÿ g sin�pE��1� cos�pE��

p
������
2p
p

J0�1� cos�pE0��
which can be solved by writing t as an integral over dt

dE, and
by usingZ

dx
sin�x��1� cos�x�� �

1

2
log tan

x
2

� �
� 1

1� cos�x�
� �
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(see Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980). This results in

t�E� � J0
g

���
p
2

r
�1� cos�pE0��

� log tan
pE0

2

� �
� 1

1� cos�pE0�
�
ÿ log tan

pE
2

� �
ÿ 1

1� cos�pE�
� �92�

Asymptotically we now ®nd an exponential decay of the
generalization error:

E � e
ÿ
��
�
p

2
p� gt

J0�1�cos�pE0��

The gain in using the batch scenario rather than the on-line
scenario for the perceptron learning rule is quite signi®cant.
The batch scenario gives an exponentially fast decay of the
generalization error, compared to a power law relation of
the form tÿ1=3 for on-line learning.
Finally we turn to the AdaTron rule F�jJj; J � n;B � n� �

jJ � njh�ÿ�J � n��B � n��. Here we obtain the macroscopic
equations describing batch learning by elimination of the
g2 terms from the on-line Equations 28 and 29, giving

d

dt
J � ÿgJE � gJ

p
cos�pE� sin�pE�

d

dt
E � ÿ g sin2�pE�

p2

The equation for the generalization error is already de-
coupled from the equation giving the evolution of the
length J , and can be solved directly:

t�E� � p
g tan�pE� ÿ

p
g tan�pE0� �93�

Asymptotically this behaves as

E � 1

gt

For the AdaTron rule there is only little to be gained in
switching from on-line learning to batch learning. Both
scenarios give a power law error relaxation of the form tÿ1

(albeit with di�erent prefactors).
We summarize the results of this section on batch

learning with complete training sets in Table 2, and also
illustrate the di�erences between the batch results and the
on-line results in Fig. 14. Whereas the error evolution for
the batch versions of the Hebbian and AdaTron rules is
almost identical, there is clearly a remarkable di�erence
between the perceptron learning rule on the one hand and
the Hebbian and AdaTron rules on the other, in the degree
to which they bene®t from being executed in a batch sce-
nario rather than an on-line scenario. Only the perceptron
rule manages to signi®cantly capitalize on the advantage of
batch learning (where all question/answer pairs in the
training set ~D are available at each iteration step, rather
than just a single question/answer pair) and realize an ex-
ponential decay of the generalization error.

5. Incomplete training sets

5.1. The problem and our options

We have seen in the previous section that in the case of
incomplete training sets (where j ~Dj � aN� the equations for
our familiar observables Q�J� � J2 and R�J� � J � B (or,
equivalently, for jJj and the generalization error
Eg�J� � 1=p arccos �R�J�= ���������

Q�J�p �� no longer close, since the
distribution P �x; y� (80) will no longer be Gaussian and
cannot be written in such a way that its dependence on the
weight vector J is only through the observables Q�J� and
R�J�. One can in fact show that for a <1 no ®nite set of
observables will ever obey a closed set of dynamic equa-
tions. A rigorous proof of this statement (which would be

Table 2. Overview of exact results on batch learning rules for perceptrons with complete training sets, in the limit N !1 (an in®nite
number of inputs)

Generalization error in perceptrons with batch learning rules

Rule Generalization error Asymptotics

Hebbian t � J0 sin�pE0�
g

���
p
2

r
1

tan�pE� ÿ
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tan�pE0�
� �

E � J0 sin�pE0�
g
������
2p
p tÿ1

Perceptron

t � J0
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AdaTron t � p
g

1

tan�pE� ÿ
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� �

E � 1

g
tÿ1
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based on path integral techniques) is beyond the scope of
this paper, but one can easily observe the generation of an
in®nite hierarchy of equations. To determine the temporal
derivatives of Q�J� and R�J� one ®nds that one needs to
calculate a second set of observables U �J� and V �J� (which
are not expressible in terms of Q�J� and R�J� for a <1);
calculating the temporal derivatives of U �J� and V �J�, in
turn, generates new observables W �J� and Y �J�, etc.
Closely related to this problem is the fact that our

macroscopic equations always involve averages over the
training set ~D, which for a <1 will generally depend on
the details of the choice made for the aN questions nl in ~D.
Since we cannot expect to be able to solve the dynamics for
any given microscopic realization fn1; . . . ; naNg of the set
~D, we will be forced to restrict ourselves to calculating
averages of observables over all possible realizations of the
training set. In order to avoid, thereby, ending up with
irrelevant statements (since we really aim to arrive at pre-
dictions for actual simulation experiments, rather than
averages over many such predictions), it is of vital impor-
tance to focus on those observables which in the limit
N !1 tend towards their averages over all possible
training sets anyway. Numerical simulations show that
macroscopic observables such as the generalization and
training errors have this property: if, for example, one
chooses the questions nl in the training set ~D at random
from D � fÿ1; 1gN , one will simply observe that for large
N the curves for Eg and Et as functions of time (such as
those shown in Fig. 13) are reproducible, and depend only
on the relative size a of ~D, not on its detailed composition
fn1; . . . ; naNg:�

lim
N!1
hEti � lim

N!1
hhEtiisets

� lim
N!1

�Z
dJ pt Jjn1; . . . ; naNÿ �
� 1

aN

XaN

l�1
h ÿ J � nl� � B � nl� �� �

�
sets

�94�

lim
N!1
hEgi � lim

N!1
hhEgiisets

� lim
N!1

�Z
dJ pt Jjn1; . . . ; naNÿ �
� h ÿ J � n� � B � n� �� �h iD

�
sets

�95�

(with the microscopic probability density pt�Jj ~D� for the
student weight vector, given a realization of the training
set ~D).
In equilibrium calculations the problem is often less se-

vere, since in many cases one at least knows the stationary
microscopic probability density p1�Jj ~D�, so that one can
write down the (exact) expressions for the equilibrium ex-
pectation values of the training and generalization errors
(5) and their averages over the realizations of the training
set (94, 95). One can then work out these expressions and
obtain transparent results in the N !1 limit upon ex-
changing the order of the various summations and inte-
grations. The remaining problem is of a technical nature.
In dynamical studies away from equilibrium, on the other
hand, we usually do not have an expression for pt�Jj ~D� at
our disposal, and our problem is of a conceptual rather
than a technical nature. In order to proceed we need to
average over the realizations of the training sets, but we
have as yet no object to average.

Fig. 14. Qualitative comparison of the evolution of the error for batch (lower lines) versus on-line (upper lines) learning rules with constant
learning rates g � 1. Solid lines: Hebbian rule; dashed lines: perceptron rule; dotted lines: AdaTron rule

� This property is called `self-averaging'.
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The toolbox of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics at
present o�ers two (in a way complementary) techniques to
deal with this situation, which is a familiar one in the ®eld
of disordered magnetic systems, namely the technique of
generating functionals (involving path integrals) and dy-
namical replica theory. Following the generating functional
route one performs the average over the realizations of the
training sets on an object from which one can derive all
relevant observables by di�erentiation. In the limit N !1
this procedure leads to exact equations for two-time cor-
relation and response functions, which, however, are highly
complicated and can be solved in practice only near equi-
librium. In dynamical replica theory one derives deter-
ministic macroscopic equations for an observable function
(equivalent to an in®nite number of ordinary scalar ob-
servables), which are averaged over the realizations of the
training set using the so-called replica method. Here one
assumes that the chosen function obeys closed determin-
istic equations in the N !1 limit; the exactness of the
resulting theory depends on the degree to which this as-
sumption is correct. Solving the resulting equations nu-
merically is feasible for transients, but as yet too CPU-
intensive to allow for solution close to equilibrium.

5.2. Route 1: generating functionals and path integrals

This rather elegant approach, which to our knowledge has
so far only been applied to learning rules with binary
weights, is based on calculating a generating functional
Z�w� which is an average over all possible `paths' fJ�t�g
�t � 0� of the student's weight vectors through the state
space RN , given the dynamics (64),

Z�w� �
D
e
ÿi
P

i

Rt
0

dswi�s�Ji�s�E
�96�

in which time is a continuous variable. As with all path
integrals, averages such as (96) are understood to be de-
®ned in the following way: (i) one discretizes time in the
dynamic equation (64); (ii) one calculates the desired av-
erage; and subsequently (iii) one takes the continuum limit
in the resulting expression. From (96) one can calculate all
relevant single and multiple time observables by functional
di�erentiation. Averaging the generating functional over
the possible realizations of the training set ~D gives relations
such as

Ji�t�h isets� i lim
w!0

d
dwi�t�

Z�w�h isets �97�

Ji�t�Jj�t0�

 �

sets
� ÿ lim

w!0

d2

dwi�t�dwj�t0�
hZ�w�isets �98�

etc. Overall constant prefactors in Z�w� can always be re-
covered a posteriori with the identity Z�0� � 1.

The discretized version of our Equation 64 and the
corresponding discretized expression for the generating
functional (96), with time-steps of duration D, would be

pt�D�J� �
Z
dJ0
�
d�Jÿ J0�

� DN �W �J; J0� ÿ d�Jÿ J0��	pt�J0�
�0 < D� 1�

�99�

Z�w� �
D
e
ÿi
P

i

PL

t�0
Dwi�l:D�Ji�l�D�E �100�

At the end of our calculation the dependence of any
physical observable on D, other than via t � lD, ought to
disappear. Note that, although (99) appears to be almost
identical to (59) (Equation 59 can be obtained from (99) by
choosing D � Nÿ1�, there is a crucial technical di�erence.
In (99), in contrast to (59), we can control the parameter
that converts time into a continuous variable �D� inde-
pendently of the parameter that controls the ¯uctuations
�N�. This allows us to take the limit N !1 before the
limit D! 0. The discretized process (99) gives for the
probability density P �J�t0�; . . . ; J�tl�� of a temporally dis-
cretized path (with tn � nD�:

P �J�t0�; . . . ; J�tl��

�
Ylÿ1
n�0

�
d�J�tn�1� ÿ J�tn�� � DN �W J�tn�1�; J�tn��

ÿ d�J�tn�1� ÿ J�tn���
	

P �J�t0��

so that we ®nd for (100) after averaging over all possible
training sets ~D:

hZ�w�isets �
Z
� � �
Z Yt=D

n�0
dJ�tn� eÿi

P
i
Dwi�tn�Ji�tn�

h i
� P�J�t0��

� Yt=Dÿ1
n�0

�
d�J�tn�1� ÿ J�tn��

� DN �W �J�tn�1�; J�tn��

ÿ d�J�tn�1� ÿ J�tn���
	�

sets

�101�

The problem has hereby again turned into a technical one,
albeit of a highly non-trivial nature. The strategy would
now be to: (i) insert into (101) the recipe (60) for the
learning rule to be studied; (ii) introduce appropriate
d-distributions that will isolate all occurrences of the vec-
tors nl 2 D in (101) in such a way that the average over all
training sets can be performed; (iii) take the limit N !1
for ®nite D (this will lead to a saddle-point integral, in-
volving integration variables with two time-arguments);
(iv) take the limit D! 0 which restores the original dy-
namics and converts all integrals into path integrals; and
®nally (v) solve the saddle-point equations.
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The saddle-point equations will describe a non-Mar-
kovian stochastic dynamical problem for an e�ective single
weight variable; it will involve a retarded self-interaction
and a stochastic noise which is not local in time (i.e. with an
auto-correlation function of ®nite width). This causes these
saddle-point equations to be extremely hard to solve, es-
pecially in the transient stages of the learning dynamics.
Here we will not follow this procedure further, mainly
because for the types of rules we have been considering in
this review such calculations have not yet been performed
(this program has so far only been carried out for learning
rules involving binary weight vectors J 2 fÿ1; 1gN �.

5.3. Route 2: dynamical replica theory

The second procedure to deal with incomplete training sets
is closer to the methods used so far for dealing with com-
plete training sets than the above formalism, since it in-
volves macroscopic di�erential equations for single-time
observables. The ground work has already been done in
Section 4, where we found that for learning rules of the
usual type (6), and under certain conditions, the evolution
of macroscopic observables X�J� � �X1�J�; . . . ;Xl�J�� is in
the limit N !1 described by deterministic laws. With the
short hand F�. . .� for F�jJj; J � n;B � n�, and with the de®-
nition of subshell averages introduced in Section 4

hf �J�iX;t �
R
dJ pt�J�f �J�d�XÿX�J��R
dJ pt�J�d�XÿX�J�� �102�

these deterministic laws can be written as:
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Su�cient conditions for (103, 104) to hold for N !1 were
found to be:

1. All Xl�J� are of order unity for N !1.
2. All Xl�J� are mean-®eld observables in the sense of
(69).

3. X1�J� � J2.
4. For all l; m � l: limN!1 Glm�X; t� � 0.

in which the di�usion coe�cients (for on-line and batch
learning, respectively) are given by

Gonl
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nisgn�B � n�F�. . .�� ~D

� 
nj sgn�B � n�F�. . .�� ~D

� @Xl�J�
@Ji

� �
@Xm�J�
@Jj

� ��
X;t

The basic idea of the formalism is to note that for those
observables X�J� which obey closed deterministic dynami-
cal laws which are self-averaging in the limit N !1, we
can use (103, 104) to fully determine these laws. If X obeys
closed equations we know that, at least for N !1, the
right-hand sides of (103, 104) by de®nition cannot depend
on the distribution of the microscopic probabilities pt�J�
within the X-subshells of (102). As a consequence we can
simplify the evaluation of (103, 104) by making a conve-
nient choice for pt�J�: one that describes probability
equipartitioning within the X-subshells, i.e.

hf �J�iX;t ! hf �J�iX �
R
dJf �J�d�XÿX�J��R
dJd�XÿX�J�� �105�

Combination of (105) with (103, 104) and usage of the self-
averaging property, then leads to the following closed and
deterministic laws:
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�
1
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ij
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�
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�
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Given the choice for the observables X�J�, our problem has
now again been converted into a technical one. One per-
forms the average over all training sets using the replica
identity
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dJ f �Jj ~D�W �Jj ~D�R

dJW �Jj ~D�

* +
sets

� lim
n!0

Z
� � �
Z Yn

a�1
dJaW �Jaj ~D�� �

f �J1j ~D�
* +

sets

The key question that remains is how to select the ob-
servables X�J�, since although the theory is guaranteed to
generate the exact dynamic equations for observables
which indeed obey closed, deterministic and self-averaging
laws, it does not tell us which observables will have these
properties beforehand. If the chosen observables X�J� do
not obey closed deterministic laws, the method will gen-
erate an approximate theory in which one simply has
made the closure approximation that all microscopic states
J with identical values for the macroscopic observables
X�J� are assumed to be equally probable. The available
constraints to guide us in ®nding the appropriate X�J� are
the four properties listed below Equation 104 and the
knowledge that we will need an in®nite number (i.e.
l!1) or, equivalently, an observable function. In ad-
dition, for those systems where the equilibrium micro-
scopic probability density p1�Jj ~D� is known and is of a
Boltzmann form, i.e. p1�Jj ~D� � eÿbH�Jj ~D�, one can guar-
antee exactness of the theory in equilibrium by choosing
one of the observables to be H�Jj ~D�=N (or equivalently a
set of observables that determine H�Jj ~D�=N uniquely),
since in that case the equipartitioning assumption (105) is
exact in equilibrium.
For the learning dynamics of the type (6), the results of

Section 4.3 suggest the following choice:

X1�J� � Q�J� � J2 X2�J� � R�J� � J � B
Xxy �J� � P �x; y; J� � hd�xÿ J � n�d� y ÿ B � n�i ~D

�108�

(with x; y 2 R). Note that here we have de®ned the dis-
tribution P �x; y : J� without explicit normalization of J,
i.e. with x � J � n rather than x � Ĵ � n, which will make
the subsequent equations somewhat simpler. The proce-
dure for dealing with the distribution P �x; y; J� is to ®rst
represent it by a ®nite number of l values P �xl; yl; J�
(e.g. as a histogram), and take the limit l!1 after the
limit N !1 has been taken. The observables (108)
satisfy the four conditions as given below Equation 104
for obeying deterministic laws in the N !1 limit if all
Bi � O�Nÿ1

2�. The conditions that all observables must be
of order N 0 and that X1�J� � J2 hold trivially. The mean-
®eld nature of the observables and the vanishing of the
di�usion terms, however, are easily veri®ed for the ob-
servables J2 and J � B, but involve non-trivial analysis in
the case of the distribution P�x; y; J� (for details see
Coolen and Saad, 1998). Working out the closed Equa-
tions 106 and 107 for the observables (108) gives the
following result:

d
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p
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�111�

with D � 1 for on-line learning and D � 0 for batch
learning. Again we observe that the di�erence between the
two modes of learning is re¯ected only in the presence/
absence of the g2 terms in the dynamic laws. All compli-
cations are contained in the function A�x; y; x0; y0�, which
plays the role of a Green's function, and is given by

A�x; y; x0; y0� � lim
n!0

lim
N!1

�Z Yn

a�1

�
dJad�Qÿ Q�Ja��

� d�Rÿ R�Ja��
Y
l

d�P �xl; yl� ÿ P �xl; yl; Ja��
�

� 

d�xÿ J1 � n�d�y ÿ B � n��n � n0� 1ÿ dnn0
� �

� d�x0 ÿ J1 � n0�d�y0 ÿ B � n0��X�X�
sets

�112�

After a number of manipulations we can perform the av-
erage over the training sets and write (112) ultimately in the
form

A�x; y; x0; y0� �
Z

dx̂ dx̂0 dŷ dŷ0

�2p�4 ei xx̂�x0x̂0�yŷ�y0 ŷ0� �

� lim
n!0

lim
N!1

Z
dq dq̂ dQ̂ dR̂

Y
ax00y00

dP̂a�x00; y00�

� eNW q;q̂;Q̂;R̂;fP̂g� �L x̂; ŷ; x̂0; ŷ0; q; q̂; Q̂; R̂; fP̂g
h i
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X

a
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a

R̂a � i
X
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� i
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a

Z
dx00 dy00P̂a�x00; y00�P�x00; y00�

� a logD�q; fP̂g� � lim
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logZ
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ÿisi
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p P
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R̂araÿi

P
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where si � Bi
����
N
p

. The functionsL�. . .� andD�. . .� are given
by complicated integrals. The term in the expression for
A�. . .� involving limn!0 and limN!1 will be given by the
intensive part L�. . .� evaluated in the dominating saddle-
point of W, and ®nally we get

A�x; y; x0; y0� �
Z

dx̂ dx̂0 dŷ dŷ0

�2p�4 ei xx̂�x0x̂0�yŷ�y0 ŷ0� �

� lim
n!0

L x̂; ŷ; x̂0; ŷ0; q; q̂; Q̂; R̂; fP̂g
h i �114�

in which the order parameters fq; q̂; Q̂; R̂; fP̂gg are calcu-
lated by extremization of the function W�. . .� (113). The
meaning of the order parameters qab in the relevant saddle
point at any time t is given in terms of the (time-dependent)
averaged probability distribution hPt�q�isets for the mutual
overlap between the weight vectors Ja and Jb of two in-
dependently evolving learning processes with the same re-
alization of the training set ~D. One can show (for N !1):

hPt�q�isets � d qÿ Ja � Jb

jJajjJbj

� �� �� �� �
sets

hPt�q�isets � lim
n!0

1

n�nÿ 1�
X
a6�b

d�qÿ qab�
�115�

At this stage one usually makes the so-called replica
symmetric (RS) ansatz in the extremization problem, which
in view of (115) is equivalent to assuming the absence of
complex ergodicity breaking (simple ergodicity breaking,
i.e. with only a ®nite number of ergodic components, is still
possible via the existence of multiple solutions for the rep-
lica symmetric saddle-point equations).�This replica sym-
metric ansatz is usually correct in the transient stages of the
dynamics. If with a modest amount of foresight we put

qab � q0dab � q 1ÿ dab
� �

; q̂ab � 1
2i r ÿ r0dab
� �

;

R̂a � iq; Q̂a � i/; P̂a�u; v� � iv�u; v�
we end up, after a modest amount of algebra and after
elimination of most of the scalar order parameters via the
saddle-point equations, with an extremization problem for
a quantity WRS involving only the function fvg and the
scalar q:

WRS�q; fvg� � 1ÿ aÿ R2=Q
2�1ÿ q� � 1

2
�1ÿ a� log�1ÿ q�

ÿ
Z
dx0 dy0P �x; y�v�x; y�

� a
Z

Dy Dz log
Z
dx eÿ

1
2x
2=Q�1ÿq��x�Ay�Bz��1

av�x;y�

�116�

with the short-hands A � R=�1ÿ q�Q and B �
�����������������
qQÿ R2

p
=

�1ÿ q�Q and the short-hand for the Gaussian measure
Dz � �2p�ÿ1=2 e�ÿ1=2�z2 dz (similarly for Dy). This result is
surprisingly simple, compared to similar results for other
complex systems of this class (such as spin-glasses and at-
tractor neural networks near saturation). Firstly, it in-
volves just a small number of order parameters to be varied
(just q and the function v). Secondly, if one works out the
saddle-point equations one recovers from the formalism
convenient relations such as

R
dx P �x; y� � �2p�ÿ1=2e�ÿ1=2� y2

for all y (this makes sense: the distribution of y � B � n is
Gaussian since the components Bi are statistically inde-
pendent of the vectors in the training sets).
The ®nal solution provided by dynamical replica theory

thus consists of Equations 109, 110 and 111, which are to
be solved numerically, in which at each in®nitesimal time-
step one has to solve the saddle-point problem for (116).
The training and generalization errors are then at any time
simply given by:

hhEtiisets �
Z
dx dy h�ÿxy�P �x; y�

hhEgiisets �
1

p
arccos R=

����
Q

ph i
The need for solving a complicated saddle-point problem
at each in®nitesimal time-step explains why working out
the predictions of the theory for very large times requires a
prohibitively large amount of CPU time. However, the
simple form of the present saddle-point equations hints at
the possibility of analytical solution, which would lead to
an explicit di�usion-type equation for the distribution
P�x; y�. The experience obtained in using this formalism for
other systems with a comparable complex dynamics, such
as spin-glasses and recurrent neural networks near satu-
ration, suggests that the equations resulting from this for-
malism will be either exact or a reliable approximation,
especially in the transient stages of the learning process.

6. Bibliographical notes

The application of statistical mechanical tools to learning
processes in arti®cial neural networks was mainly initiated
by the hugely in¯uential study by Gardner (1988). It is
impossible to list even a fraction of the papers that fol-
lowed. Those interested in early applications of statistical
mechanics to neural network learning can ®nd their way
into the literature via the dedicated (memorial) issue of
Journal of Physics A (1989) (mostly on statics) and the
early review paper by Kinzel and Opper (1991). The ap-
proaches and styles of many subsequent statistical me-
chanical studies of learning dynamics were generated by
the two in¯uential papers by Krogh and Hertz (1992) and
Seung et al. (1992). More recent reviews of the general area
of the statistical mechanics of learning and generalization

� For a detailed discussion of ergodicity and (di�erent forms of) ergodicity
breaking, as well as the relation between replica symmetry breaking and

complex ergodicity breaking, we refer to the textbooks by MeÂ zard et al.

(1987) and Fischer and Hertz (1991).
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(including both statics and dynamics) are in Watkin et al.
(1993) and Opper and Kinzel (1994).
The on-line learning algorithms studied in Section 2 were

®rst introduced/studied by Rosenblatt (1960) (perceptron
rule), Vallet (1989) (Hebbian rule) and Anlauf and Biehl
(1989) (AdaTron rule), although at the time these algo-
rithms were not yet studied with the methods described
here. The convenient expression for the generalization er-
ror of binary perceptrons in terms of the inner product
of the student and teacher weight vectors Eg �
1=p arccos�J � B=jJj� appeared ®rst in GyoÈ rgyi (1990), Op-
per et al. (1990) and Kinzel and Rujan (1990). In the latter,
one ®rst ®nds in an embryonic form the set-up of deriving
closed macroscopic equations for the observables J2 and
J � B. Many of the results we described on on-line learning
with complete training sets in perceptrons with ®xed rules
and ®xed learning rates can be found in Biehl and
Schwarze (1992), Kinouchi and Caticha (1992), Biehl and
Riegler (1994) and Sompolinsky et al. (1995). The general
lower bound on the generalization error that can be
achieved for a given number of question/answer pairs,
translating into the lower bound Eg � 0:44 . . . tÿ1 for on-
line learning rules, was derived in Opper and Haussler
(1991). Calculations involving on-line rules with time-de-
pendent learning rates can be found in Barkai et al. (1995)
and Sompolinsky et al. (1995). The systematic optimization
of learning rules to achieve the fastest decay of the gener-
alization error in perceptrons was introduced earlier in
Kinouchi and Caticha (1992).
In Heskes and Kappen (1991) one ®rst ®nds the method

to derive exact stochastic di�erential equations describing
learning dynamics (an application of Bedeaux et al. (1971)),
followed by several studies aimed at extracting information
from the microscopic dynamics directly.� The di�erences
between batch learning and on-line learning appear so far
to have been addressed mainly in equilibrium calculations
(Kinouchi and Caticha, 1995; Opper, 1996; Van den Broeck
and Reimann, 1996). There is not yet much literature on
learning dynamics with incomplete training sets, apart
from simple cases and linear models such as Krogh and
Hertz (1992). The generating function approach to the
learning dynamics for incomplete training sets was elabo-
rated for perceptrons with binary weights in Horner
(1992a,b). The version of the dynamical replica theory
calculations described in Section 5 was developed in
Coolen et al. (1996) and Laughton et al. (1996), originally
aimed at analysing models for spin-glasses and recurrent

neural networks near saturation, and is only now being
applied to learning dynamics (Coolen and Saad, 1998).
Finally, even within the already con®ned area of statis-

tical mechanical studies of the dynamics of learning we
have concentrated on the simplest models (binary per-
ceptrons) and the simplest types of tasks (those generated
by a noise-free and realizable teacher). As a result there are
many interesting areas which we had to leave out, such as
the dynamics of learning in the presence of noise, for un-
supervised learning rules or for non-stationary teachers
(Biehl and Schwarze, 1992; Kinouchi and Caticha, 1993).
The most important areas we were forced to leave out,
however, are the large bodies of work done on di�erent
classes of learning rules, e.g. those involving continuous
rather than binary neurons or those in the form of mi-
croscopic Fokker-Planck equations, as well as (and espe-
cially) on various families of multilayer networks (mostly
so-called committee machines, in which the weights con-
necting the hidden layer to the output neuron(s) are ®xed).
Relevant recent papers in these areas are Biehl and
Schwarze (1995), Copelli and Caticha (1995), Saad and
Solla (1995a,b), Biehl et al. (1996), Kim and Sompolinsky
(1996) and Simonetti and Caticha (1996).
The techniques described in this review can be applied

with only minor adjustments and extensions to layered
networks of graded response neurons, provided the num-
ber of neurons in the hidden layer(s) remains ®nite in the
limit N !1. On the other hand, as soon as we move to
layered networks in which the number of hidden neurons
scales proportional to N , we again face the problem of
macroscopic dynamic equations which fail to close. Solving
this problem, and the one of handling incomplete training
sets, are the key objectives of most present-day research
e�orts in the research area of the statistical mechanics of
learning.
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Appendix: integrals

In this appendix we give brief derivations of those integrals
encountered throughout this paper that turn out to be easy,
and give the appropriate reference for ®nding the nasty
ones. All involve the following Gaussian distribution:

hf �x; y�i �
Z
dx dy f �x; y�P �x; y�

P�x; y� � 1

2p
��������������
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Introduce polar coordinates �x; y� � r�cos/; sin/�:
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2
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p
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(the last integral can be found in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik
(1980)). Finally, using cos �p=2� ÿ w� � � sinw, we ®nd

I3 � 1

p
arccos�x�

IV: I4 � hx sgn�y�h�ÿxy�i
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We switch to polar coordinates �x; y� � r�cos h; sin h�, and
subsequently substitute t � r2�1� x sin�2h��=�1ÿ x2�:
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To calculate the latter integral we de®ne
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~I2 � ~I1 � x
d

dx
~I1 I2 � 2��������������

1ÿ x2
p arccos�x�

(where we used the integral already encountered in III). We
now ®nd

I6 � �1ÿ x2�3=2
2p

~I2 � �1ÿ x2�
p

arccos�x�

ÿ x
��������������
1ÿ x2
p

p
� x2

p
arccos�x�

VII: I7 � hjxjjyjh�ÿxy�i

I7 �
Z1
0

Z1
0

dx dy

p
��������������
1ÿ x2
p xy eÿ

1
2�x2�y2�2xyx�=�1ÿx2�

We use the relation

xeÿ
1
2�x2�y2�2xyx�=�1ÿx2�

� ÿ�1ÿ x2� @
@x

eÿ
1
2�x2�y2�2xyx�=�1ÿx2�

ÿ xyeÿ
1
2�x2�y2�2xyx�=�1ÿx2�

to give us, using VI:

I7 �
��������������
1ÿ x2
p

p

Z1
0

dy y e
ÿ1
2

y2

�1ÿx2� ÿ xhy2h�ÿxy�i

� �1ÿ x2�3=2
p

ÿ x�1ÿ x2�
p

arccos�x�

� x2
��������������
1ÿ x2
p

p
ÿ x3

p
arccos�x�

VIII: I8�x� �
R
dyh�y�P�x; y�

I8�x� �
Z1
0

dy

2p
��������������
1ÿ x2
p eÿ

1
2�x2�y2�2xyx�=�1ÿx2�

� eÿ
1
2x
2

2p
��������������
1ÿ x2
p

Z1
0

dy eÿ
1
2�yÿxx�2=�1ÿx2�

� eÿ
1
2x
2

2
������
2p
p 1� erf

xx���
2
p ��������������

1ÿ x2
p

� �� �
IX: I9�x� �

R
dyh�y��y ÿ xx�P �x; y�

I9�x� � ÿ
��������������
1ÿ x2
p

2p

Z1
0

dy
@

@y
eÿ

1
2�x2�y2�2xyx�=�1ÿx2�

�
��������������
1ÿ x2
p

2p
eÿ

1
2x
2=�1ÿx2�
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